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ABSTRACT 

Present digital cellular radio systems transmit data over 30 kHz multipath channels 

which can undergo deep signal fades (up to 50 dB). Unless some form of antenna 

diversity is implemented, the signal will be "wiped out". To combat deep fades, direct-

sequence spread-spectrum transceivers are employed which can be used to resolve 

multipath signals for co-phasing and combining in the digital " Rake" (DRake). 

The entirely digital DRake transceiver described in this dissertation spreads the 

data signal from 40.3 kHz to 1.25 MHz for ISM band transmission. It was imple-

mented on field programmable gate-arrays using bit-serial, digit-serial, and parallel 

bit-level architectures to optimize clock speed and gate usage. It also employs a unique 

bandpass sampling / quadrature down-conversion (QDC) scheme which reduces the 

number of analog components compared to analog QDC. 

The transceiver was tested using a. real additive white Gaussian noise channel. A 

computer model determined performance over a time-varient multipath environment. 
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CHAPTER. 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

When cellular radio first made its appearance in the communication world, the 

consumer found it too expensive, not as mobile as they would like, and unreliable. 

As technology advanced, these became minor concerns, resulting in more consumers 

subscribing to cellular radio. As the number of subscribers increased, the cellular 

frequency band became overly crowded. Because of this, industry developed and 

promoted digital transceivers, instead of analog transceivers, as a way of increasing 

the number of subscribers in the limited bandwidth available. A channel sharing 

scheme was developed that permitted several digital cellular users to share a single 

30 kHz band. This scheme is known as time-division multiple access (TDMA). 

Unfortunately, the transmission of digital information over the 30 kHz band is 

prone to deep fades that cause significant bit errors. For voice, a bit error rate of 

iO is sufficient. But subscribers want to use portable computers to communicate 

over the cellular bands. As a result, techniques have to be employed to reduce the 

number of bit errors that occur during channel fades. 

Cellular channels undergo deep fades that can attenuate the regular 30 kHz cellular 

band by as much as 50 dB. Spread-spectrum systems are, however, viewed as a way of 

combating these deep fades while transmitting on adverse indoor and outdoor cellular 

channels at lower bit-error rates than the 30 kHz digital cellular radios. By spreading 

the information signal's bandwidth over a large bandwidth, only a small portion of 

its spectral components undergo a deep fade. The majority of the spectra remain 

intact to be demodulated at the receiver. 
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In DS-SS systems, the data signal's bandwidth is " spread" at the transmitter by 

modulating it with a periodic pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence. The PN sequence 

consists of a sequence of binary levels referred to as " chips", and has a spectrum 

similar to white noise, ie. it is spectrally flat over most of its signalling bandwidth. 

Since the PN sequence's chip's period is typically much smaller than the data bit 

period, the resulting modulated spectrum is much wider than the data spectrum. 

An important characteristic of the PN sequences is that there is a finite set of 

sequences, or preferred sequences, that exist and can be transmitted in the same 

bandwidth. The individual set members can be recovered at the receiver without se-

vere degradation in performance. There are several different families of PN sequences 

such as M-sequences, ICasami, or Gold sequences, that exhibit this characteristic but 

to varying degrees [46]. The M-sequences (or Maximal length sequences) are used 

in this thesis because they are easy to generate and possess good cross-correlation 

properties, ie. the correlation of one M-sequence set with another results in minimal 

interference. The other PN sequence sets have more preferred sequences, but show 

poorer cross-correlations. The advantage in using them is the increased number of 

users which can share the same bandwidth. 

The signal at the receiver is demodulated by multiplying it by the same PN 

sequence used at the transmitter. If the two sequences are properly aligned, the signal 

de-correlates or "despreads"; which means that the spreaded signal's bandwidth is 

collapsed back into the same bandwidth of the original data signal thereby recovering 

the data. Difficulties arise in obtaining the proper alignment necessary to despread 

the signal. This thesis presents a despreading method that instantaneously aligns the 

sequences. 

If the multipath environment causes several delayed versions of the signal to ar-
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rive at the receiver, it is possible to implement a bank of " despreaders" to combine 

the signal from each path, thereby implementing a time diversity scheme and hence 

improving data recovery. This does imply, however, that there is sufficient signal 

bandwidth available to resolve the multipath signal before combining. The first hard-

ware device to take advantage of the inherent time diversity of the channel was the 

F9C Rake implemented by Green [41] in 1958. The device was large and stood al-

most at ceiling height. Recent designs [30] [54] [44] are more compact due to surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) and very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit technologies. In 

these receivers there exists designs consisting of analog, digital, and a hybrid of ana-

log and digital components. The most optimum blend of components will make the 

design compact and easy to manufacture in order for it to be competitive in the global 

marketplace. 

The earliest design using one of the above mentioned technologies is M. Kavehrad 

and G. Bodeep's SAW matched filter (MF) SS transceiver (1987) [30]. It did not, 

however, take advantage of the inherent time diversity of the channel, but it was 

immune to deep fades. The first hardware design that took advantage of time diversity 

since 1958 was the Rake transceiver designed by Grob et. al. [54]. It used a bank of 

analog despreaders and a digital signal processor for demodulation. Kaufmann [44] 

took the concept Grob used and implemented the despreading correlators on a single 

digital integrated chip (IC). Because of his digital approach, the design was more 

compact. 

Kaufmann was able to implement despreaders in silicon because he implemented 

despreading at baseband. Attempting to despread at bandpass would result in high 

data rates that are difficult to handle at present CMOS speeds, and result in high 

power consumption. 
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The matched filter (MF) approach taken by Kavehrad has the advantage of in-

stantaneously calculating the correlation of the received echoes without the need for 

an acquisition and tracking stage. The MF is unlimited in the number of echoes that 

it can process, however, it's size is proportional to the number of chips used in the 

PN-code. 

In the other two methods, the number of correlators required is directly propor-

tional to the number of echoes received and inherently require a complex algorithm to 

scan for echo locations before locking onto them. Scanning results in an acquisition 

time that could possibly be longer than the coherence time of the channel. But a good 

characteristic of this method is the minimal amount of hardware needed to increase 

the PN-code length. 

This dissertation describes the implementation of an all-digital transceiver spread-

spectrum (SS) communication system operating in an outdoor cellular multipath 

environment. It incorporates: 

• a digital MF to achieve instantaneous acquisition; therefore making it a good 

candidate for TDMA, 

• a digital Rake for time diversity, and 

• and bandpass sampling with digital quadrature down conversion; thereby re-

ducing the number of analog components. 

Being that its all-digital, it can be easily reprogrammed and reconfigured to suit 

different applications and new algorithms. It will be cost effective since it requires 

less tuning, and takes advantage of the high linearity of digital components. Since it 

can be implemented on a single integrated chip, it will also be compact. 
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An approach proposed by Lodge [26] is used to implement a quadrature down-

conversion receiver with fewer analog components than the standard analog receiver. 

The technique involves bandpass signal sampling at a center frequency equal to one 

quarter the sampling frequency - thus termed the 1/4 wave sampling receiver. This 

results in a simple digital implementation of the transceiver that eliminates the need 

for dual multiplexers, lowpass filters, and analog-to-digital converters (A/D). Also 

not needed is the manual tunning required to ensure that there are no imbalances in 

the quadrature down-conversion section. 

Using the above technique, the entire transceiver downstream of the bandpass 

sampling was implemented on field programmable gate arrays (FPGA)s. The bit.. 

level design used bit-serial, parallel, and a hybrid of both architectures to attain 

maximum gate usage densities on the FPGAs. Another consideration to implementing 

a particular architecture was the clock speed required to process the data. The final 

hardware design was tested on an additive white-gaussian noise channel. Simulations 

were used to determine performance in a multipath environment. 

Where applicable, the transceiver prototype uses bit-serial, digit-serial, and par-

allel architectures. The system design utilizes high level CAD design tools presently 

being developed at the University of Calgary. 

1.2 Scope of Thesis 

In Chapter 2, the multipath environment is presented along with a mathematical 

model. Next, the historical developments of the SS systems is presented to understand 

the motivation behind SS research. Following this, the basic concepts of a DS-SS 

system are presented in a tutorial which covers the signal description of a simple DS-

SS transceiver. A critique of existing hardware DS-SS transceivers is also presented. 
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In Chapter 3, the theoretical considerations in designing the 1/4 wave sampling 

receiver are presented. The 1/4 wave sampling receiver derivation follows the deriva-

tion of the equivalent analog system. A baseband equivalent system is also derived 

for computer simulation. 

Chapter 4 presents the processing block description of the transceiver. It covers 

the theoretical considerations of designing the transceiver processing blocks with-

out getting into the bit-level architecture design. Reconstruction filters, square-root 

Nyquist filters, and M-sequence matched filters are presented. Differential phase-shift 

keying (DPSK) is presented in conjunction with the Rake to assist in removing the 

channel phase from each multipath signal so that coherent combining of multipath 

signals is possible. 

Bit-serial, digit-serial, and parallel digital architectures are presented in Chapter 

5. The decision to implement a specific architecture is based on its physical charac-

teristics such as processing speed, gate usage, and routing requirements. Non-ideal 

effects, such as quantization noise and overflow, are presented and also their relevance 

to design implementation. The Chapter also discusses the hardware implementation 

on Xilinx FPGAs. 

The Make transceiver performance is presented in Chapter 6. The Chapter first 

presents the output waveforms and frequency spectrum of the transmitted DS-SS 

signal. Non-ideal oscillations observed in the DPSK output are discussed. The bit-

error rates (BER) are presented with a description of the experimental setup used to 

synchonously and non-synchronously sample the DSPK and DRake output. BERs 

are also shown in comparison to those generated using the computer model. All BERs 

are presented in reference to theoretical Binary DPSK. 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions that were made in observation of the 
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BER. results and the experience gained in the hardware implementation of the design 

using several different bit-level design architectures. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW OF SPREAD-SPECTRUM AND RAKE 

DESIGNS 

This chapter presents the outdoor multipath problem, a tutorial of direct-sequence 

spread-spectrum (DS-SS) systems that combat this problem, and a review of three 

resent DS-SS Rake receivers that have been resently developed. 

First, an introduction to the multipath environment is presented with a look at 

outdoor cellular time varying frequency profiles to substantiate the adverse effects of 

this environment. Second, a short historical background is presented to understand 

the motives that inspired SS research. Third, a basic SS transmitter and receiver 

pair is used as a tutorial to give the basic theory behind DS-SS systems and the 

realization of time diversity with the Rake. Their ability to transmit and receive over 

a line of sight channel is discussed and then expanded to include a multipath channel. 

Finally, a critique of three recent Rake systems. is given: pros and cons relating to 

the hardware realizations are discussed. 

2.1 The Multipath Environment 

The 900 MHz channel for outdoor cellular radio communications is a multipath 

channel; a channel where the transmitted signal propagates over several paths to 

the receiving antenna. This phenomena, coupled with the digital trend to increase 

the number of channel users, results in selective fading and intersymbol interference 

(1ST). These undesirable conditions limit the rate at which digital information can be 

transmitted. 

In a multipath channel, the signals arriving at the antenna are echoed versions of 

the transmitted signal; each echo having a different distance to travel and therefore 
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  Line-of-sight 
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Path#2 

 - Path#3 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of a three path multipath channel 

different time delay and attenuation. This is illustrated by a Fig. 2.1 where the 

automobile's antenna receives three echoed signals from the transmitting antenna. A 

line-of-sight path may or may not be present. 

Consider the narrowband transmitted signal 

s(t) = Re[o.(t)eic)ct}, (2.1) 

where or(t) is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal and w is the carrier 

frequency in radians/second. For N paths , the signal arriving at the receiver antenna 
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will be 

r(t) = Re[p(t)e t] + n(t), (2.2) 

where 
N-i 

P(t) = a(t)o(t - (2.3) 

The parameters an, r,,, and On represent the nth path (or echo) attenuation, mod-

ulation delay, and carrier phase shift (O, (t) = (t)), respectively. The waveform, 

n(t), is the additive bandpass noise component. Details are given in [53]. 

At any one time, the total received signal, r(t), is a vector sum of individually 

delayed signals, their relative phase angles depending on the frequency and the echo 

amplitudes and delays [41]. The amplitudes and phases are also varying in time. In 

the outdoor radio channel, this non-stationary phenomena is caused by the movement 

of the mobile unit. 

If a single frequency is transmitted with constant envelope, multipath causes the 

envelope of the received signal to vary in time. This is referred to as fading. If all 

frequencies of a signal experience the same fading, the channel is referred to as flat 

fading. If different spectral regions of the signal are affected differently by the channel, 

then the channel is referred to as a frequency selective fading channel. The boundary 

between the flat fading and frequency selective fading channels is referred to as the 

coherence bandwidth of the channel - a term that is difficult to define since it largely 

depends on the multipath environment. 

The time difference between the first received echo and the last echo is known as 

the excess delay spread, ATd,, of the channel. If the time between successive data bits 

is in the order of the delay spread, then received echoes will overlap, thereby reducing 

the integrity of the signal. This type of distortion is known as ISI. 
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Transmitting data over the multipath channel, can be modeled by convolving 

the transmit waveform with a stochastic time-varying complex filter [50], where the 

baseband impulse response is taken from eqn. 2.3 as 

IV-' c(r; t) = - 

n=O 

(2.4) 

where c(r; t) is the impulse response, and 6(t) is the unit impulse function or Dirac 

delta function. The "t"-dependence indicates that the impulse response is time vary-

ing. 

Applying the Fourier transform to eqn. 2.4 with respect to the delay variable r 

gives 
N-i 

C(w; t) = (2.5) 
n=O 

In 1977, Hashemi [20] developed a computer model that outputs the channel 

impulse response, c('r; t), for an urban environment. The model was later modified 

in [32] to account for phase correlations for a cellular radio channel. The modified 

Hashemi model was used to generate the three-dimensional plot of IC(w; t) I` shown 

on Fig. 2.2. The plot shows IC(w; t)I' instead of IC(w; t)j to illustrate the frequency 

of deep fades (there are several shown as spikes) as a mobile unit travels at 100 km/hr. 

It is apparent from this plot that a 30 kHz narrowband channel, commonly used 

in outdoor cellular communications, would undergo several deep fades over a period 

of just 8 insec. This is because the signal's bandwidth is less than the coherence 

bandwidth channel. SS combats the fading by spreading the signal over a band that 

is much wider than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 

This spreading to combat deep fades is illustrated by the 1.25 MHz signaling band 

also shown on the figure. In this case, deep fades only wipe out portions of the entire 

bandwidth (BW). But because regions of the signal are undergoing different fading 
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characteristics, the signal will be highly distorted. 

K. Scott [47] shows how an equalizer can be used to estimate this time varying 

filter transfer function and then convolve its inverse to combat selective fading and 

1ST. Unfortunately, the shortcomings of this approach is the complexity involved in 

implementing an equalizer with sufficient convergence necessary to track the channels 

time-varying characteristics. Another disadvantage is that inverting spectral nulls 

results in large noise amplification. 

Rather than negating the effects of multipath, SS systems can be used to resolve 

the multipaths echoes and combine them using time diversity. To resolve an echo, it 

is necessary that the transmit bandwidth, BWT, be greater than reciprocal of the 

time between two successive echoes, ie. 

BWTX>  
I - r+i 

1 
(2.6) 

Echoes with a differential time delay less than DWTX cannot be resolved and are 

seen as a single path [53]. Bandwidths in excess of 100 MHz have been used in 

channel measurements to achieve a 10 77sec resolution [14]. This, however, is an 

unrealistic bandwidth for outdoor cellular radio. A more realistic bandwidth of 1.25 

MHz provides a 0.8 psec resolution. 

The resolved multipath echoes can then be combined using the approach discussed 

in Sec. 2.4. 

2.1.1 Summary 

The multipath channel can be modeled as a linear time varying filter. The impulse 

response describes the attenuation , modulation delay, and phase of each of the paths 

that the signal travels from transmitter to receiver, and vise versa. 
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Signaling bandwidth's smaller than the coherence BW of the channel undergo deep 

fades, whereas signals with large bandwidth's experience frequency selective fading. If 

the signal bandwidth is sufficiently large, it can also be used to resolve the multipath 

echoes. 

The above two factors form the reason for transmitting large signal bandwidth's 

in a multipath environment 

2.2 Historical Background of Spread-Spectrum Systems 

Did R. Price and P. Green [41] know that their Rake receiver (developed in 1958) 

would be in the limelight of digital communications thirty three years later? Perhaps 

not, but nonetheless it is presently viewed as a possible panacea for transmitting data 

over outdoor and indoor radio channels. 

The first Rake prototype by Price et. al. towered to almost ceiling height over a 

two foot square area. Recent designs [30] [54] [44] are more compact due to surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) and very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit technologies. 

In these receivers there exists designs consisting of analog, digital, and a hybrid of 

analog and digital components. The most optimum blend of components will make 

the design compact and easy to manufacture in order for it to be competitive in the 

global marketplace. 

But how does a Rake receiver use SS signal to improve data communication? A 

look at the historical applications of SS systems and the development of the Rake 

will help to answer this question and to understand the motivation behind SS/Rake 

research. 

Patented in 1935 by German engineers Paul Kotowski and Kurt Dannehl, and later 

in the US in 1940, the first SS systems were targeted for ranging of weather fronts. In 
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World War II, its usefulness grew to military applications such as antijamming tactical 

communications, guidance systems, and radio detection and ranging (RADAR) [43]. 

Today, it is used widely in short wave satellite communications such as the global 

position system (CPS). 

In military antijamming, the signal is being spread so that an enemy's jamming 

tone - taking up only a limited amount of the spectrum relative to the SS BW - 

cannot totally wipe out the transmitted signal. World War II's radio controlled glide 

bombs, particularly the Pelican and Bat [51], were guided to their targets using radio 

signals from the mother plane. It was feared that the Germans would develop signals 

that could jam the controls. The work that ensued resulted in the procurement of 

antijamming transmitters and receivers in June 1944 (unfortunately near the end 

of the war). Signifying SS as an integral ally in World War II, the postwar Radio 

Research Laboratory at Harvard report [51] noted: 

"In the end, it can be stated that the best anti-jamming is simply good 

engineering design and the spreading of the operating frequencies" 

Spreading can be so extensive that the signal can be hidden under the noise floor and 

therefore not detected. 

In the case of RADAR, "spreading" of the spectrum was used to resolve range 

echo versions of a transmitted SS signal. A target's range was calculated knowing 

the arrival time of the returned pulse; the greater the bandwidth of the transmitted 

signal, the finer the time resolution. Originally used in the mid-1920's by scientists to 

prove the existence of an ionized gas layer in the upper atmosphere [43], it was later 

developed for aircraft altimetry instrumentation and target tracking in World War 

II. Using SS spectrum to resolve time delayed echo's of the transmitted pulse forms 
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the basis for the Rake concept. 

2.3 Spread-Spectrum systems 

Although there exist several techniques to " spread" a signal, spread-spectrum 

describes the common characteristic of these techniques as: 

Spread-spectrum is a means of transmission in which the signal occu-

pies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum necessary to send the infor-

mation. [9] 

The " spreading" is accomplished by using a code that is independent of the transmit-

ted data. Detection of the code at the receiver is accomplished by a-priori knowledge 

of the transmitted code, and then synchronizing its reception to " despread" the signal 

for data recovery. For example, the codes can be either a pseudo-random signal that 

has a spectrum not unlike white noise, or a sequence that controls the "frequency 

hopping" (FH) of the modulated data signal. The former "spreading" technique em-

ploys a pseudo-random code that makes the signal appear similar to random noise and 

difficult to demodulate by receivers other than the intended ones [42]. It is commonly 

known as direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS). The latter spreading technique 

uses a pseudo-random sequence of numbers to control the frequency synthesizer that 

randomly "hops" the data spectrum over a prescribed bandwidth. There are also 

several other types of spreading techniques given in the literature [42] [45] [43]. 

Concerned about the detection of submarines, the Committee on Undersea War-

fare, in 1950, urged the development of a system that would allow undetected com-

munication with submarines [37]. The Hartwell report cited the possibility of using a 

different codes that appear as pseudo noise (PN), to simultaneously transmit on the 
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same band. This was possibly the birth of a code-division multiple-access (CDMA) 

SS systems. Today, ODMA systems are the topic of much research [2] [17] [34] [31] 

[36] [39] [53]. 

2.3.1 The basic Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Transmitter 

A simple DS-SS transmitter is shown on Fig. 2.3 1• The left hand side of the 

figure shows a basic flow diagram of the transmitter inputs while the right hand side 

shows the signal spectrums at operator outputs. At the transmitter input, the binary 

signal, i(t) is a non-return to zero (NRZ) signal with levels The symbol period VT 

is T and e is the energy in each symbol given by 

6 = L Jp(t) 2dt. (2.7) 

The rectangular pule shape p(t) = 1 for 0 ≤ i < T and p(t) = 0 otherwise. The 

continuous time expression of i(t) is 

00 

i(t) = >12 Ikp(t - kT). (2.8) 

Ik is a random variable taking values of ±1. i() is a binary antipodal signal defined 

by 

0<t≤T, 

0<t≤T, 

with power spectral density function (PSDF) 

G(f) = 2T f sin(2irfT) }2 
2irfT 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

= 2eT sinc(fT).  

'Figure format taken with permission from David Dodd's Wireless 92 Calgary presentation 
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Figure 2.3 Basic DS-SS Transmitter 

f 

The sinc function in 2.11 has zero crossings at integer multiples of 1/T (as shown on 

Fig. 2.3 except at the origin where sinc(fT) takes the value 1. The first zero at 1/T 

is commonly used as the bandwidth measure because most (90 

In a standard phase shift-keying (PSK) transmitter, i(t) would be directly mod-

ulated to a bandpass center frequency of f and with the same PSDF as 2.11 and 

double the bandwidth. Instead, in direct sequence spread spectrum, i(t) is " spread" 
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u(t) = a(t)i(t), (2.12) 

a(t) = akp(t - kTh) (2.13) 

For a PN sequence of length N, the sequence ak is periodic with period Nc and the 

signal a(i) has period T = The width of each rectangular pulse, p(t) is 

defined as Thip-

By modulating the data signal, i(t) with the PN signal, a(t), the spectrum of the 

signal will have an envelope' similar to 2.11 given by 

G,, (f)2 = 2eTChjpsinc2(.fTChj), (2.14) 

where the first zero crossing is now at 1/Th. 

If the signal's BW is defined as the first zero crossing, then BW has been spread 

by the amount 

LBWspread = 11Th - 11T 

or by the factor , G7,, given by 

(2.15) 

o = T (2.16) 
Tchip 

where Gp is known as the processing gain. 

Modulating u(t) by a sinusoidal carrier, cos(wt), translates the baseband signal 

to a bandpass signal 

S(t) = u(t)cos(wt) (2.17) 

with center frequency wc = 2irf0. This can be written as 

26 
15 s(t) = FLT a(t)cos[wt + 0(t)], (2.18) 

2The line spectra due to the PN codes periodicity are not shown. 
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where the data is represented by phase O(i). 

The spreading sequence a(t) acts only to spread the signals bandwidth by LiBW 

(eqn. 2.15). Without the spreading code, a(t), the transmitter shown on Fig. 2.3 

transmits data by a means commonly known as narrowband binary phase shift-keying 

(BPSK). A more realistic transmitter will be presented in Sec. 3.2 with an indepth 

PN sequence discussion in Chapter 4 Sec. 4.3. 

From eqn. 2.16 it is obvious that by increasing G, the signal's BW will also be 

increased. Fig. 2.3 shows the spreaded waveform u(t) when G is equal to 5. 

2.3.2 The basic Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Receiver 

In the case of a single path channel with delay AT and attenuation a, the signal 

ieceived at the receiver (Fig 2.4) is 

r(i) = Ja(t - T)cos[( - T) + O(i - ST)]. (2.19) 

Assuming that the receiver can coherently demodulate r(t), the output from the 

mixer will be 

U- 4 1; (t) - T)cos[O(i) + )}, (2.20) 

where q = w/T is the phase error between the local-oscillators (the demodulator is 

assumed to have a peak-to-peak of 4. At this point, alignment of the receiver's PN 

code ã(t) by the received code a(t) is non-trivial; the codes must be synchronized and 

in-phase to prevent decorrelation. Assuming that the channel's time delay can be 

estimated as AT such that AT -  AT  0, then the combined function of the multi-

plier and integrator (together known as a correlator) computes the cross-correlation 

function defined as 

i 
I T a(1)a(t - T)dt, (2.21) T  
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where r is the alignment offset between the two codes. If a(t) is the same code as 

a(t), then the autocorrelation will be calculated at the output of the integrator as 

depicted on Fig. 2.5 where the correlator output is given by [45] 

ri < 

IT  ≥ 
(2.22) 

for an rn-sequence of length N. Otherwise, if the codes are not the same, then the 
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output will depend on the cross-correlation properties of the two codes. 

In the case where multiple users transmit over the same bandwidth, optimal codes 

can be chosen so that all codes used by the other transmitters appear as noise, ie. the 

cross correlations appear as noise ,while the code intended for the receiver computes 

the autocorrelation. This type of channel bandwidth reuse is used in CDMA receivers. 

If in the example, the code at the receiver is the same as the transmitter, ie. 

= a(t), then the correlator computes the autocorrelation (eqn. 2.22) only at 

zero. 

From (Fig 2.4), the correlator output is 

1 fo 
T 

a()a(t)i(i)dt 

1 T 
= I i(t)dt; if ak = ak (2.23) 
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Assuming that the bit clock is synchronized to sample at the apex of the autocor-

relation function ie. at R(0) (Fig 2.5), then the output after the sampler is given 

as 

(nT) = \/ cos[O(nT)]. (2.24) 

The signal r(t) 2.19 has now been despread by exploiting the autocorrelation proper-

ties of the spreading sequence a(t) and the data recovered. 

If a jamming signal is present at the input to the receiver (also shown on Fig. 

2.4), its spectrum will be spread by the PN sequence to resemble low level noise at 

the sampler with a relatively flat spectrum. This is a result by the poor correlation 

properties between the jamming signal and the receivers PN sequence. 

2.3.3 Summary 

It was shown that a data signals bandwidth can be increased by multiplying the 

data signal with a periodic PN sequence. Conversely, it can be despread by correlating 

the transmitted signal with a delayed version of the same PN sequence at the receiver. 

For perfect data recovery, it was assumed that the receiver could accurately estimate 

the single path channel delay; otherwise, decorrelation would occur. Perfect bit clock 

recovery was assumed so that the correlator output could be sampled at the apex of 

the autocorrelation. Several different PN sequences could be used to transit data over 

the same bandwidth providing that they have excellent cross-correlation properties. 

2.4 The Rake Receiver 

2.5 Introduction 

Ochsner [39] noted that conventional SS systems, or "one-path" receivers, discard 

the signal energy present in the other paths; rejecting this energy reduces the mul-
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tipath processing gain of the system. A more prudent method would be to employ 

time diversity to combine this energy for improved signal recovery. Such a method 

was implemented by Paul Green in 1954 when he was in charge of building the first 

"NOise Modulation And Correlation" (NOMAC) system for the Army 'Signal Corps 

at Lincoln Laboratory, MIT. 

The first NOMAC system was called the F9C. It consisted of a bank of correlators 

that could resolve multipath from ionospheric and tropospheric reflectors. The re-

ceiver was designed to select the strongest output from the bank of correlators. Field 

tests showed that the standard frequency shift-keying (FSK) teletype link (used for 

the reverse link) outperformed the F9C. It was concluded that the FSK receiver oper-

ated on the energy received over all paths; while the F9C lost a considerable amount 

of energy since it only selected one path [43]. Bob Price, who had synthesized a. sig-

nal processing technique for receiving signals sent over multipath channels, met with 

Green to discuss the F90 problem. The fruit of this conversation was a method by 

which the taps of the F9C correlators could be adaptively controlled by the correlator 

outputs. This system was coined the " Rake" receiver by Green and the first prototype 

was developed by Price. Field tests of the "new and improved" Rake showed a 17 dB 

improvement of the F9C over the FSK against jamming in the presence of multipath 

[43]. 

Understanding how the Rake was born is of particular importance since thirty 

years later it is being reborn to improve signal reception in a cellular multipath 

channels. 
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2.5.1 Transversal filter realization of the Rake 

A heuristic approach will be used to realize the Rake structure by looking at the 

multipath delay spread of the channel. In the single path channel, it was shown that 

knowing the channel's delay, AT , was required at the receiver a-priori to calculate 

the autocorrelation at zero (eqn. 2.22). Now suppose that the multipath channel 

consisted of ri paths, each with delays AT + TO, AT + T1,LT + T2, .../ T  + r,_1, then 

it would be possible to use n correlating receivers with appropriate code delays to 

despread the signal from each of the n paths. Doing so would increase the multipath 

processing gain by a factor, 9,np, defined as 

E N-1 
n=O an 7 

Ceo 
(2.25) 

where cen is the attenuation of the nth path. 

The time between the arrival of the first path at time r0 to that of the last path 

at time is known as the delay spread of the channel. If the sample values from 

the n correlators were input to n port adder, the multipath processing gain 

is realized. The output of an infinite number of correlators would be the channel's 

impulse response (eqn. 2.4) depicted by its complex envelope on Fig. 2.6 [53]. for a 

4 path channel. 

The simplest realization of the Rake is called the digital Rake (DRake). Fig. 2.6 

shows the transversal filter realization of the Make as the output from an n-port 

adder travels down its delay tap line. One possibility of controlling the taps switches 

is to use a threshold detector at the end of the delay line that would detect the 

presence of the first path. Upon detection of the first path, the Make would test all 

data values stored in the delay line against a threshold value. Those exceeding this 

value would get summed to the output. By implementing the Rake in this fashion, 
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the bit time cannot be any shorter than the delay spread of the channel, ie. 

T > Td3, (2.26), 

where Td, = r3 in this example. Each echo's energy can be summed to the output, 

thereby increasing the processing gain of the receiver. This scheme does not reduce 

the effect of 1ST. Since the above scheme vectorially adds the energy from each path, 

some form of phase correction must also be executed before the DRake to achieve 

coherent addition of the signal phasors This is discussed in Chapter 4 Sec. 4.4.4. 

A more elaborate scheme was proposed by Turin [53] which uses a sounding re-
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ceiver to determine the channel characteristics ie. attenuation and delay. In this 

scheme, the channel's phase is not estimated because of the complexity of the re-

ceiver and the rapid phase changes that render it impossible to track and hence used 

effectively [53]. The scheme is realized with the same transversal filter in Fig. 2.6 

except that the delay line tap outputs are followed by multipliers which are weighted 

using the optimal linear diversity combiner [6]. The transversal filter is now an ap-

proximation of a filter matched to the channel. The output of the receiver is now 

the convolution of the received signal and the estimated channels impulse response. 

An undesirable artifact of this scheme is the loading and unloading of the transver-

sal filter taps; the filter outputs echo correlation spikes from the time the first echo 

enters the filter (time to - t_1) to the time when the last echo leaves the filter (time 

to + t,, 1). Consequently, the maximum data rate is limited by 

T> 2Td. (2.27) 

An even more elaborate system was built by Green and Price [41] which uses an 

adaptive approach and difference-frequency correlation [13] to estimate the channel 

phase and attenuation. This system was implemented in the F9C Rake prototype 

described in Sec. 2.4. 

2.5.2 Recent Developments of Rake Receivers 

The advent of digital cellular radio has resurrected the development of Rake pro-

totypes targeted for the indoor and outdoor cellular environments. Advancements in 

digital signal processors, application specific integrated circuits (ASIC), and surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) technologies, have given the development engineer the tools to 

develop DS-SS systems that are compact enough for consumer mobile systems and 
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yet have the processing capacity of the F9C Rake. 

2.5.2.1 Kavehrad and Bodeep Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Receiver 

The earliest design using one of the above mentioned technologies is M. Kavehrad 

and G. Bodeep's SAW filter-based SS transceiver (1987) [30]. Unlike the correlator 

mentioned in Sec. 2.3.2, Kavehrad's SAW matched filter is analogous to a transversal 

filter structure - much like the one on Fig. 2.6 - with the tap weights equal to the 

transmitted PN sequence. When the transmitted code aligns with the filter taps, the 

correlation peak appears at the output. However, with non-alignment, the output is 

the selfnoise or cross-correlation of the transmitted code with the matched filter PN 

sequence. 

A transversal and SAW matched filters are shown on Fig. 2.7 to illustrate their 

concept of operation. In this example, a hypothetical maximal length of N = 5 - 

hypothetical since N 54 2' - 1 for rn-sequences (Sec. 4.3.1) - is shown as a baseband 

signal (Fig. 2.7 a)), and as a bandpass signal (Fig. 2.7 d)). When the baseband 

input signal aligns with the transversal filter taps, (Fig. 2.7 a) and b)), the filter 

reaches a maximum value shown on Fig. 2.7 c) (the maximum value is normalized to 

1.0). For the SAW filter, the input signal is first converted to an acoustic waveform 

which then travels down the piezoelectric surface of the SAW. When the wave peaks 

align with the electrode as shown on Fig. 2.7 d) and e), a modulated correlation 

peak is produced (Fig 2.7). The advantage to this approach over correlating receivers 

is: 1) no acquisition and tracking loop is needed to align the PN sequences and 2) 

matched filtering will output the correlation of several echos without a cascaded set 

of correlators (as suggested in Sec. 2.3.2). The disadvantage is the length of the 

matched filter required when long PN codes are used. Specific problems associated 
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with SAW filters are: 

1. non-programmable', 

2. low dynamic range, 

3. high signal attenuation, and 

4. instability at high temperature. 

These problems may be solved as SAW technology advances. 

Kavehrad's system uses two SAW devices: one as a matched filter (MF) to com-

pute the correlation; the other as a delay device (Fig. 2.8), to differentially detect 

the bandpass signal. The use of the SAW MF eliminates the need for an acquisition 

and tracking loop; thereby making the receiver simplistic in design. The multipath 

combining is implemented with a finite time integrating filter acting as an equal gain 

diversity combiner - a similar digital version would be the transversal Rake (Fig. 2.6) 

with all the taps closed. By using matched filters, the code synchronization time 

is instantaneous: a major advantage to this system. The disadvantage to this de-

sign is the amount of analog components and interconnects between devices that, 

in a commercial product, would mean more tuning and maintenance. Integration 

of this receiver onto a single chip would be difficult with both analog and acoustic 

components. 

2.5.2.2 Grob et. al. N-Path Rake Receiver 

The successor to the F9C DS-SS receiver was designed in 1990 by Grob et. al. 

[54]. This appears to be the first method of combining multipath echos with the 

3Programability is important if the DS-SS receiver is to be used in CDMA systems. 
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Rake concept since the 190's. The hardware design essentially functions as a bank 

of correlators which Grob has termed despreaders (Fig. 2.9). After the radio fre-

quency (RF) downconverter stage, the intermediate frequency (IF) signal is despread 

in a fashion similar to that described in Sec. 2.3.2, except that instead of a single 

correlator, a bank of five correlators are used to collect the energy from a maximum 

of five echos spaced one chip time apart (the window created by the despreading 

bank is 300 ns). Unlike the correlator in Sec. 2.3.2, the depreaders use bandpass 

filters instead of integrators (lowpass filters) to collapse the signal spectrum at band-
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pass. Bandpass depsreading also facilitates code tracking and acquisition since at 

bandpass, the PN-sequence does not have to be data demodulated before entering 

.the delay-lock loop'. The delay-locked loop discriminator S-curve is cakulated using 

two despreaders spaced on either side of the center despreader5. Consequently, 

there are a total of seven despreaders which input the received IF signal and seven 

locally generated IF versions of the delayed PN code. 

The receiver PN code is synchronized with the transmitted codes by code acqui-

sition and tracking. A characteristic of this method is the inherent delay in the time 

that the signal is first received at the antenna and the time that the data appears at 

the receiver output: unlike the Kavehrad receiver's instantaneous code acquisition. 

Acquisition is achieved by, either continuously or discretely, shifting the receivers code 

over the entire bit time, T. In Grob's system, the code is discretely shifted and the 

correlation calculated at each successive shift time e. Assuming that the bit time ad-

heres to eqn. 2.26, the maximum time  to determine all possible correlation outputs 

is 

T. c q = Nc Tchjp (2.28) 

where N is the number of chips in the PN - sequence. For example, if c 

then the maximum time to acquisition is N2T. This time-to-lock could be intolerable 

in TDMA systems, where users have a fixed time frame to receive data. 

The output of the despreaders is sampled by an analog-to-digital converter (A/D) 

before entering a DSP processor which controls acquisition, tracking, and the Rake 

attenuators. Upon successful acquisition, the DSP processor switches control to the 

4Data demodulation would be very difficult since SS systems typically operate at very low signal-
to-noise ratios in the transmission bandwidth [45]. 

'Delay-lock loops exploit the correlation properties of the PN-code whereby the sum of the two 
fractionally spaced despreaders will output a zero value when the loop is locked. 

'Time-to-lock could be much larger for a multipath channel 
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tracking loop and monitors the despreader outputs for out-of-lock detection. Should 

the loop loose lock, the DSP switches to acquisition mode. 

The channel phase is removed by differentially decoding the signal after the vari-

able attenuators. In this way, the multipath energy can be added coherently. 

The design approach taken by Grob has the advantage that: 1) long PN codes 

can be implemented without any additional hardware, and 2) bandpass despreading 

facilitates code tracking. The disadvantages are 

1. the loss of multipath processing gain by only using two paths for tracking (Sec. 

2.4), 

2. the maximum multipath processing gain is five (there are only seven despreaders 

on which two are for tracking), 

3. the extensive use of analog mixers and bandpass filters, 

4. the hybrid of analog and digital components limits chip integration, 

5. acquisition time, and 

6. time diversity combining is limited to a 300 ns window. 

2.5.2.3 Kaufmann el. al. Spread-Spectrum Multipath-Diversity Receiver 

Certainly a step in the right direction is the multipath-diversity receiver designed 

by Kaufmann et. al. [44]. One of the main reasons that the Grob system used analog 

components for despreading was the high speed digital components that would have 

to be used for processing data at bandpass rates T. On the other hand, Kaufmann et. 

7Grob's sampling rate would have been twice the IF frequency of 70 MHz! 
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al. demodulated the spreaded signal down to baseband before sampling. As a result, 

the sampling rates are lower than at bandpass8. 

Despreading is computed with eight digital correlators called the time integrating 

correlators (TIC's) (Fig. 2.10), (see Sec. 2.3.2 for correlator description) which 

are programmed onto an ASIC chip. The eight correlators (or Rake-arms) can be 

programmed to despread anywhere over a window of 1s at spacings of 1 a chip. 

During acquisition, all eight Rake-arms are used to test all possible delay positions for 

the maximum signal energy. By incorporating all Rake arms, the time to acquisition 

is now: 

Tacq = 2N 
.L/tot 

(2.29) 

where Lt,,t is the number of Rake arms. Notice that with the exception of Ltot, the 

acquisition time is similar to that of eqn. 2.28 for e = Thj/2. Kaufmann's system 

reduces the acquisition time by a factor of 

When the system is in a tracking mode, the eight Rake arms are split into two 

functions: 1) four of the arms are positioned at the largest received path energies 

for data demodulation, and 2) the remaining four are used to estimate the channel 

impulse response. In this way the sytem is able to determine the maximum likelihood 

(ML) estimate of the channel impulse response [44]. 

Since the data is coherently demodulated, the system invokes the ML principle 

to make an estimate of each echo's carrier phase and attenuation. This estimate 

is then used to rotate and weight the correlation output; performing maximal-ratio 

combining [42]. 

The hardware consists of standard quadrature down conversion mixers, lowpass 

8Kaufmann et. al. sample their baseband signal at twice the chip rate (32.736 MHz). while still 
satisfying the Nyquist criteria [42]. 
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filters, and A/D's. The TIC performs the correlation multiplications' and summa-

tions, while the DSP processor controls acquisition and tracking modes of the TIC 

and also coherent data demodulation. 

Integration of the correlation functions onto a single chip has greatly reduced the 

hardware complexity of the system. It also benefits from the advantages of digital 

signal processing like high precision, drift-free operation, and no aging [44]. The use of 

correlators still has the unhealthy side-effect of acquisition time (the time required to 

align the received code with the code generated at th6 receiver); however, Kaufmann 

has found a way to decrease this time by a factor of Lta. This is .a definite advantage 

over the Grob system [54] since acquisition time may exceed coherence time of the 

channel10, especially for long PN-codes. 

The digital processing of correlations brings Kaufmann's design a step closer to a 

receiver that may be integrated onto a single chip; integration of the DSP processor 

into an ASIC along with the TIC is viable although the structure would be very 

complex. Furthermore, digital structures can be used to eliminate the duplication of 

the I and Q quadrature down-conversion arms. This can be incorporated into the 

design by incorporating techniques in Chapter 3 Sec. 3.5. 

2.5.3 Summary 

The three systems discussed despread the transmit signal and resolve the echoes 

using two different methods: 1) the matched filter approach, and 2) the correlating 

bank approach. The correlating method has been implemented at both IF (as in 

Grob st. al. [54]) and baseband (as in Kaufmann et. al. [44]). Kavehrad's matched 

filter was implemented at IF. 

'Multiplications at baseband are trivial since the multiplicand is either +1 or -1. 
'°Kaufmanns system transmits at an RI? frequency of 2.44 GHz. 
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In two of the systems, either SAW or analog technologies were used to handle the 

high data rates and intensive computations indicative of passband signals. Whereas in 

the single baseband system, the data rates are much slower hence making processing 

viable with ASIC chips. 

The matched filter has the advantage of instantaneously calculating the correla-

tions of the received echoes without the need for an acquisition and tracking stage. 

It is unlimited in the number of echoes that it can process, however, it's size is pro-

portional to the number of chips used in the PN-code. 

The number of correlators required is directly proportional to the number of echoes 

received and inherently require a complex algorithm to scan for echo locations before 

locking onto them. Scanning results in an acquisition time that could possibly be 

longer than the coherence time of the channel. A good characteristic of this method 

is the minimal amount of hardware needed to increase the PN-code length. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF A 1/4 WAVE 

SAMPLING RECEIVER 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a technique is presented that utilizes simple digital structures to 

reduce the number of analog components typically used in a standard quadrature 

down-conversion receiver. The analog components , le. linear multipliers, lowpass 

filters (LPF), analog-to-digital converter (A/D), are duplicated in the inphase and 

quadrature down-conversion chains of the receiver. The technique employs digital 

bandpass sampling to either eliminate an entire analog part, or reduce duplication. 

Advantages of digital replacement of analog components are largely economical al-

though system performance can also be improved. 

An overview of an analog quadrature up-conversion and down-conversion system 

is given to develop the fundamentals of baseband/bandpass modulation and demod-

ulation theory. Next, a digital receiver is realized by replacing analog components 

with digital counterparts. Finally, complex and real filters with decimation chains 

are presented as an alternative to conventional down-conversion demodulation. The 

baseband equivalent system is derived for simulation purposes. 

Although the above mentioned techniques can be easily applied to quadrature up-

conversion, the transmitter developed for this thesis only transmits standard binary 

phase shift-keying and therefore does not suffer from duplication of analog components 

- symptomatic of the quadrature up-conversion transmitter. 

Matched filtering with square-root Nyquist (SRN) filters is briefly discussed in the 

quadrature transceiver. Although not necessary in the 1/4 wave sampling derivation, 
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they are included to reduce the re-derivation of quadrature matched filtered signals 

in the following chapters. 

3.2 The Quadrature Modulator 

An example of a quadrature modulator is shown on Fig. 3.1. The continuous-time 

in-phase and quadrature components at the output of the lowpass filter are 

and 

00 1(t) = - kT) (3.1) 
k=—oo 

00 

Q(t) = E  Q.p(t - kT), (3.2) 
k=—oo 

where Ik and Qk represent the kth transmitted symbol in the complex plane. 

Ideally the overall system is designed to bandlimit the signal and have zero inter-

symbol interference (ISI). A class of pulses that meet this criteria is given in Proakis 

[42]. These are commonly referred to as raised-cosine pulses. 

It can be shown, at least for an AWGN channel, that the receive filter should 

be matched to the transmitted pulse p(t). This means that the lowpass filter in the 
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transmitter should have a square-root raised cosine response. In this thesis, these 

filters are referred to as square-root Nyquist filters (SRN). 

From Fig. 3.1, the narrowband bandpass signal, s(t), at the output of the two 

port adder is 

s(t) = I(t)cos(wt) - Q(t)sin(wt) (3.3) 

Alternatively, .s(t) can be expressed by either 

.s(t) = Re {tz,(t)ei'"} (34) 

or 

S(t) = w(t)co$[wt + q!(t)]. (3.5) 

The complex envelope is defined by 

= I(t)+jQ(t) 

= 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where the envelope w(t) = kZ'(t)I, while the phase q(t) = arg[tl(t)]. 

It is the task of the receiver to demodulater the signal to baseband and recover 

the quadrature signals 1(t) and Q(t). 

3.3 Down Conversion 

3.3.1 Conventional Analog Quadrature Demodulator 

'Down converting a received signal to baseband can be accomplished using a vari-

ety of demodulation structures. The conventional analog quadrature demodulator is 

shown in Fig. 3.2. Illustrated is the duplication of analog components, ie. LPF's and 

linear multipliers, that are necessary to down convert the signal to baseband. 
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Figure 3.2 Conventional analog quadrature demodulator. 

After passing through the channel, the narrowband received signal at the output 

of the bandpass filter is given by 

r(t) = Re {(t)eMt} 

= rr(t)cos(ct) - rQ(t)sin(wt), 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where the complex envelope (t) = ri(i) + jrQ (t). 

The bandpass filter is a SRN matched filter matched to the transmit pulse. The 

quadrature mixers down-convert the signal to baseband while the lowpass filters re-

move the unwanted double frequency terms. Following the down-conversion, the 

inphase and quadrature signals, ri(t) and rQ (t), are sampled at the smbol rate. The 

sampled values are then processed to recover the binary information. 

3.3.2 Complex Demodulation 

Another approach to demodulating the bandpass signal to baseband is to use the 

complex demodulator shown on Fig. 3.3. In this demodulator, the narrowband signal, 
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Figure 3.3 Analog complex demodulator 

r(t), combined with the _ 900 phase shifted version i(t), gives the analytic signal 

r(t) +ji(t) = (t) e' (3.10) 

Multiplying by e_j)0t complex demodulates the signal giving (t) = ri(t) + jrQ(i). 

In this case, the lowpass filters of the conventional system are not required. This is 

advantageous since the lowpass filter may cause unwanted distortion of the received 

pulse, but now two additional multipliers are required. 

In practice, the system is usually implemented with two bandpass filters as shown 

is Fig. 3.4. The two bandpass filters have identical gain and group delay character-

istics, but bandpass filter #2 has an additional constant phase of —90°. 

3.4 Bandpass Sampling 

If the received narrowband signal is uniformly sampled at bandpass at a sampling 

rate f8 = l/T3 Hz, then the sample values at the output of the bandpass filter are 
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Sampler 

Figure 3.4 Practical analog complex demodulator 

r(nT8) = Re{i(nTs)e1ThT8} (3.11) 

In this case, the digital demodulation structures shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6, are the 

same as the analog structures, provided the received signal is sampled at the Nyquist 

Sampler 

Bandpass 
Filter 

BP 

r(nT 

9 

2 LPF i(nT5) 

Digital Processor 

cos AT 

2 LPF rQ(nT) 

Figure 3.5 Quadrature down conversion with bandpass sampling. 
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Figure 3.6 Complex demodulation with bandpass sampling. 

rate. 

The complex demodulator structure is particularly convenient since complex op-

erations are easily implemented using digital processors. 

Moving the sampling to bandpass has the immediate benefit of one less sampler. In 

hardware this translates to one less S/H and A/D converter. The other benefit is that 

the multipliers and SRN matched bandpass filters can now be implemented digitally, 

thus taking advantage of the high degree of linearity possible with digital components. 

This also insures that the phase of the quadrature oscillators will be exactly 90° apart. 

Lodge [26] noted that the degree of linearity required by the bandpass A/D is similar 

to that for analog components (ie. radio frequency (RF), and intermediate frequency 

(IF) amplifiers, mixers, etc.) in the receive chain. Whereas lowpass sampling requires 

a higher degree of linearity. 

Not only is the reduction of analog down-conversion components possible, but it 

may also be possible to reduce the number of IF components by sampling the signal 

at higher carrier frequencies. The downside is that in order to meet the Nyquist 

sampling criteria, the S/H and A/D must sample at a very high rate. At present, the 
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availabilty of fast yet low power consumption S/H and A/D's is limited [26]. 

3.5 Quarter Wave Sampling 

The use of bandpass sampling to reduce the number of analog components in 

the receiver is described in the previous section (Sec. 3.4). This of course, is at 

the expense of an increased burden on the digital signal processing facilities. A 

technique highlighted by Lodge [26], greatly simplifies the processor's computations 

if the received signal is sampled at four times the carrier frequency (referred to as 

quarter wave sampling). In practice, this may not be possible if the carrier frequency 

is too high because of present limitations on A/D converter rates. 

For quarter wave sampling of the complex demodulator in Fig. 3.6 becomes 

= = C- + 38n, (3.12) 

where c and s only take values of 0 and ±1. No multiplications are required in the 

complex demodulating, only sign inversion and addition. 

It will be shown in the next section that demodulation occurs naturally if filter-

ing with half-band filters and decimation chains are incorporated with quarter wave 

sampling. 

3.5.1 Halfband Filtering and Decimation 

A sampled signal can be mathematically expressed as the multiplication of the 

continuous time signal by a periodic impulse train, 

00 t(t) = S(t—nT3), (3.13) 
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where 8(t) is the Dirac delta function. The sampled signal, s3(t) 

00 

s3(t) = s(nT3)8(t - mT3) (3.14) 
n=-00 

has the Fourier transform 

00 S3(j)) = (3.15) 

where I = 2ir/T3. 

For the bandpass signal shown in Fig. 3.7 a), the sampled spectrum is given by 

4  

N  
Q/4 0 

b) 

c) 

Figure 3.7 Spectral illustration of complex demodulation: a) band-

pass signal, b) sampling at f3 = f0, and c) multiplying 
by eMt. 

Fig. 3.7 b) when ns = 40c. Complex demodulating translates the spectrum shown 

in Fig. 3.7 b) to the left by (L, giving Fig. 3.7 c). 
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A down-converter using 1/2 band filters and decimation is shown on Fig: 3.8. It 

is shown that this system is equivalent to complex demodulation. A brief description 

/010--1 s 

- 
RF down-
conversion 

fs 

4 

Sampler 

s (nT) 

omplex filter and 
 . decimate-by-two 

H1(jQ) 

I 0. 

- 

Q 

Real bandpass 
filter and 

decimate-by 2 
H2(JQ) —+ 

I Digital Processor 

Real lowpass 
filter and 

decimation chains 

Q 

Figure 3.8 Quadrature down-conversion using filter and decimation chains. 

of the system is shown below. For more details on variable rate systems, the reader 

is referred to DeFatta et. al. [27]. 

The filter H1 (jo) removes negative spectral components located at —f/4 and 

their periodic repetitions. This avoids the aliasing of these components when the 

filter output is decimated by two. This is shown in Fig. 3.9. In the filtering technique 

presented by Lodge [26], the first stage complex filter, H1 (j1), removes the lower 

image spectra of S3(j1). The image (referring to the positive frequency axis) is 

removed so that the following decimation-by-two stage does not alias the lower image 

into the desired upper spectra. An example of this is aliasing that will occur when 

the spectrum at f, + 1/4 is translated to fl82 + 2/2 (Fig. 3.9 b)). 

Next, the real bandpass filters, H2(jf), are used to filter frequencybands near 

integer values of the sampling rate s2. Frequency components in these bands are 

predominantly related to quantization noise since front-end RF or IF bandpass ana-

log filters typically remove the out-of-band channel noise. If the spectral density is 
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Figure 3.9 Spectral illustration of downconvert and decimate-by-4: 
a) bandpass sampled signal and complex filter spectrum; 
b) decimate-by-2 spectrum and real half-band filter; c) 
spectrum decimated to baseband 

assumed to be flat (Chapter 5 Sec. 5.2.1.1), each stage of halfband filtering would 

reduce the noise power by 3 dB'. The second decimate-by-two translates the sidebands 

to integer multiples of the sampling rate 

If the final sampling rate at the output of the filter and decimate-by-4 chain is much 

larger than the bandwidth of the signal, then it would be possible further reduce the 

sampling rate by using additional cascaded sections of lowpass filters and decimation 

chains, thereby reducing quantization noise power and decreasing the sampling rate. 

llalfband filters presented by Lodge [24] alleviate the processing burden with 

efficient digital structures. An efficient design of halfband filters is presented in 
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Sec.3.5 .2. 1. 

3.5.2 Halfband Filters 

3.5.2.1 Complex and Real Bandpass Filters 

The half-band filter mentioned in Sec. 3.5.1 describes any filter responses ie. 

square-root Nyquist, Butterworth, etc., that has a bandwidth defined as 1/4 the 

sampling rate. Fig. 3.10 shows the desired and aliased signal spectrums when the 

signal's BW is small relative to the sampling rate, and 2) when the signal's BW is 

.4  

/ 

0 

a) 
Halfband filter response 

0 

b) 

Aliased Spectrum 

Figure Halfband filtering to prevent aliasing: a) signal band-
3.10 width small relative to sampling rate and b) signal band-

width large relative to sampling rate 

large relative to the sampling rate. In both cases, the halfband filters are used to 

remove the aliased spectra with minimal distortion of the desired sideband. It is 

obvious that the order of the filter in Fig. 3.10 b) will have to be larger than that 

of Fig. 3.10 a). In cascaded filter and decimate-by-2 chains, it may be necessary 
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to increase the order in downstream filters as the bandwidth of the signal increases 

relative to the sampling rate. Fortunately, the decreased sample rate will allow for 

more time to complete the computations of higher order filters. 

Due to their simplicity in design and linear phase, Lodge proposes the use of finite 

impulse-response (FIR) filters of the form 

(N+1)/4 

H(z) = 1 + E h2k_l(z 2'' + z2 '); N = 3,5,7, ... 00, 
k=1 

(3.16) 

where N is the order of the FIR filter. A filter of this type requires N - 1 multipliers; 

however, the number of multipliers can be reduced to (3N— 1)/4 due to the symmetry 

of coefficients'. Goodman [10] showed that several filter stages are more efficient than 

using a single filter to change sampling rates. 

Of particular interest, is the third order 100% raised cosine FIR filter with z 

transform function 

H(z) = z_1 +1+ Zi (3.17) 

The coefficients form trivial multiplications: the 1/2 multiplicand is simply a binary 

shift of one bit. The only hardware necessary will be the implementation of the 

adder. This not only reduces chip area, but with less mulipliers, it may also be 

possible to pipeline the addition structures for higher data rates, ie. in the case of the 

real halfband filter, a three port adder could be implemented instead of scheduling 

additions through a two port adder. 

The complex halfband filter H1 (z) is realized applying the Fourier transform shift-

ing property to eqn. 3.17 at a shifting frequency of f = 

HI (z) = H(ze 2 /4) (3.18) 

'It will be shown later in Sec. 5.4.5.2 that using (3N - 1)/4 multipliers results in a decrease in 

the dynamic overflow range by a factor of 2. 
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= _4z_1+i+jz1 (3.19) 

This filter is positioned as shown on Fig. 3.9 a). 

The next step is to design the real halfband filter II2(z). Applying the shifting 

property again with f = if, gives 

H2(z) H(ze 2 /2) (3.20) 

- 1 1 
Z-1 + 1 - ZI  (3.21) - 

As expected, this filter is positioned as shown on Fig. 3.9. 

The digital realization of eqn. 3.19 and 3.21 with decimation chains is shown 

in Fig. 3.11. As expected, the three FIR's have multiplicands that form trivial 

multiplications; two three port adders, 1 two-port adder, and three memory registers 

constitute the majority of the hardware requirements. 

Assuming that the quantization noise from the A/D converter (see Sec. 5.2.1) is 

spectrally flat over the sampled spectra, then each of the halfband filtering stages will 

reduce the quantization noise by 3 dB, which effectively translates to a 1/2 bit/stage 

increase in the signals binary word length. 

The lowpass half power point for the above filters is 0.182f3. A signal's spectrum 

of passband bandwidth BW = 2(0.182f3), would have an unacceptable stopband 

attenuation at '' of -4.6 dB, ie. the attenuation of the upper and lower frequencies 

of the lower sideband. For a more acceptable attenuation, ie. 20 dB, the signal's 

lowpass bandwidth would be approx -gfs. Obviously, the signals bandwidth must 15. 

be small relative to the sampling or severe aliasing will occur; not to mention the 

distortion of the desired signal before aliasing. 

Should distortion become a problem, there are two alternatives: 1) increase the 

order of the halfband filter, or 2) predistort the transmitted signal so that distortion 
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Figure 3.11 Digital structures for complex and real filters, and decimators 

caused by the halfband filters only acts to recover to desired spectrum. The latter was 

used in the thesis receiver since predistortion can be implemented at the transmitter 

by simply changing the filter coefficients. 

3.5.2.2 Development of an Equivalent Baseband Filter System 

The purpose of this derivation is to develop an equivalent baseband filter rep-

resentation of Hi(z) and H2(z). The baseband equivalent filter system is used in 

a computer simulation discussed in (Sec. 4.5). This eliminates the need to modu-
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late/demodulate the transmitted BPSK signal. 

Fig. 3.12 a) shows the halfband filter blocks developed in Sec. 3.5.2.1 In this 

x[n] 
H1(z) 2:1 

x[n] 

a) 

H2(z) 

b) 

H4(z) 

4:1 

2:1 
  d[n] 

C) 

4:1 

d[n] 

din] 

Figure Decimation blocks for; a) complex and real filters, b) 
3.12 single complex filter, and c) complex demodulator and 

real filters 

figure, the discrete samples of .s3(nT3) are defined as 

x[n] = x(nT); —oo <n < oo (3.22) 

Using the z-transform, it can be shown that the transfer functions of the equivalent 

system shown in Fig. 3.12 b) and c) are given by 

and 

113(z) = Hi(z)112(z2) (3.23) 

114(z) = H3(zW4) (3.24) 

respectively, where W4 = is the complex demodulation term. Substituting eqn. 
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3.19 and 3.21 into eqn. 3.23 and 3.24 gives the filter's transfer function 

113(z) = —2z2 + 4 - 2z + j (—z 3 + 3z - 3z 1 + z 3) (3.25) 

and 

114(z) = z3 + 2z2 + 3z + 4 + 3z' + 2z 2 + z 3 (3.26) 

The filter and decimate-by-4 chain in Sec. 3.5.2.1 can now be implemented as a 

baseband equivalent filter (eqn. 3.26) with frequency response 

114(f) = H4(z)a2f 

sin  (4irf) 

= 16sin2(irf)' 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

where 114(f) has been normalized to unity gain at f = 0. 

Fig. 3.13 a) shows the complex demodulated sample spectrum (normalized fre-

quency) and the baseband filter response, 114(f). The x-axis is the frequency response 

normalized to f3. Before decimation, the sideband centered at f,,. = 1/2 must be re-

moved in order to prevent aliasing. This is illustrated by the gray regions on Fig. 

3.13'b), where decimation has caused the upper sideband to be contaminated with 

the aliased lower sideband that was partially removed by 114(f). 

Equation 3.29 is used to calculate the sideband attenuation as 

where 1-BW 
2 

(1 
H4 BW 2 

sin  
( 1Bw\ 

= —l0log ( 2 ) 
16sin2 (ir 1Bw) 

(3.29) 

and are the upper and lower frequencies of the lower sideband 

spectrum, and BW is the passband bandwidth. To attenuate stopband frequencies 

to NO, the signals bandwidth must be less than j--gfs. The passband ripple for the 
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baseband filter 114(f) is given by 

H4 ( 13w) = 
/ sin 2(2ir (tBW) T 

l6sin (7r ItBW) / 

which represents a 0.22 dB attenuation at BW = thf• 

(3.30) 
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The calculated passband ripple and stopband attenuations for both the baseband 

filter derived above and a single 100% raised cosine filter (Sec. 3.5.2.1), substantiate 

the need for the bandwidth to be much less than f8. The other alternative is to 

increase the order of the halfband filter. The cost in terms of hardware is either the 

increased chip area needed for the non-trivial multiplications of higher order filter 

coefficients, or faster A/D's and upstream digital hardware to accommodate the a 

higher sampling rate. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, a bandpass sampling technique was presented to reduce the num-

ber of analog components in a standard quadrature receiver. In transferring the analog 

functions to digital, it becomes necessary to implement efficient digital structures to 

minimize processing load. 

Sampling the bandpass signal at four times its center frequency results in triv-

ial multiplications of the cosine/sine terms. For the quadrature down-converter, it 

simplifies the multiplier structure. 

With quarter wave sampling, it is possible to alias the bandpass signal to base-

band using half-band filter and decimate-by-two chains. The chains - consisting of 

complex and real filters - attenuate unwanted sideband spectra (they will also reduce 

out-of-band quantization noise power as shown in Chapter 4. Their design can be 

implemented with simple digital structures. 

To prevent distortion of the desired signal and adequately attenuate the aliased 

bands (20 dB attenuation), it is necessary that the signals bandwidth be at least 

1/15.5th the sampling frequency when 100% raised cosine filters are used2. 

2jt will be shown later in Chapter 4 Sec. 4.3.2.3 that passband ripple distortion can be overcome 
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An equivalent baseband filter was derived for the computer simulation model. 

Its transfer function shows similar signal bandwidth requirements to assure sufficient 

attenuation of aliased sidebands. 

by predistorting the transmitted signal 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROCESSING BLOCK DESCRIPTION OF THE 

INTEGRATED DIRECT-SEQUENCE 

SPREAD-SPECTRUM RAKE RECEIVER 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the processing blocks of the direct-sequence spread-spectrum 

(DS-SS) transmitter/receiver pair (commonly refered to as a transceiver). The dis-

cussion covers the communication theory and basic digital structure design of the 

processing blocks without getting into in-depth topics related to lower-level digital 

architectures - a discussion that is better pursued in conjunction with the hardware 

implementations in Chapter 5. Finite arithmetic effects - such as quantization noise, 

coefficient quantization, finite word length, and overflow - are also described later in 

Chapter 5. 

The chapter begins by first discussing the modulation scheme and the pseudo-

noise code length imposed by the design constraints of the transceiver. With this 

defined, a spread-spectrum (SS) transmitter is realized which employs square-root 

Nyquist (SRN) pulse shaping and interpolation. Next, a receiver that matched filters 

the SRN pulse and the PN code, and coherently combines the multipath signal using 

the time diversity Rake, is discussed. Finally, a computer simulation model of the 

hardware design is described. 

4.2 Constraints 

In May 1991, Novatel staff met with the author and supervisor, Dr. S.T. Nichols, 

to discuss Rake receivers. From this discussion, it was noted that the proposed spread-
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spectrum system would occupy a 1.25 MHz channel in the 902 MHz to 928 MHz ISM 

outdoor cellular band. The minimum bit rate was set at 8 kbps for linear predictive 

coded voice. With these constraints, it was decided that the minimum data rate could 

be achieved by modulating a 127 chip M-sequence code with binary phase-shift-keying 

(BPSK) data. In practice, however, Kasami or Gold sequences would be used since 

the cross-correlation properties of the 18 different 127 chip M-sequences have poor 

cross-correlation properties [46] limiting the number of users per channel. With 127 

chips, the aggregate data rate would be 9.84 kbps; allowing for a protocol overhead 

of 1.84 kbps. 

The hardware constraints were 1) the availability of Xilinx1 field-programmable 

gate-arrays (FPGA's) for prototyping, 2) the maximum clock rate of the Xilinx chips, 

and 3) the conversion rate of the analog-to-digital converter. 

A preliminary gate count showed that a 127 chip M-sequence would barely leave 

enough Xilinx FPGA's for design contingencies. In order to reduce the gate count, 

it was decided that a 31 chip sequence would be used for the prototype since it pos-

sessed the same number of M-sequences, more preferred sets, better cross-correlation 

properties, and half the memory requirements as the next lower 63 chip M-sequence 

[46]. The drawback to using a smaller M-sequence is a lower processing gain (Chapter 

2 Sec. 2.3.1). The final design should, however, allow the code to be easily increased 

to 127 - or for that matter, any other length. 

Past experience with the Xilinx prototyping modules2 has shown that the max-

imum clock rate achievable without errors is 20 MHz. Although the internal toggle 

rate of a single chip is higher (approx. 50 MHz), the rate appears to be limited by 

'Xilinx is a trademark of Xilinx Inc. which manufactures commercial FPGA's 
2The modules were developed by Dr. L. Turner and P. Graumann at the University of Calgary, 

and are individual printed circuit boards (PCB) that carry a single Xilinx chip 
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external factors such as board layout, ground planes, coupling, etc.. Since the design 

incorporates several chips with distributed clock signals, it was descided that to en-

sure successful toggling, the maximum sampling rate would be 10 MHz. This would 

also relax the requirements on the A/D converter. 

The sampling rate, after the decimation chain, was determined to be twice the 

Nyquist rate or 2fhip = 2.5MHz. This meant that only the filter and decimate-by-4 

chain could be used; it would not be possible to use several more cascaded sections of 

lowpass filter-and-decimate chains to further increase the signal-to-quantization noise 

ratio (SQNR) (Sec. 3.5.1) 

Past experience also showed that the Xilinx routing resources favoured the use 

of bit-serial architectures. Implementation of large algorithms in bit-serial resulted 

in up to 90% usage of Xilinx configurable logic blocks (CLB's), whereas equivalent 

parallel designs achieved up to 60%. Since the size of bit-serial structures are an order 

of magnitude less than parallel designs, more bit-serial arithmetic logic units (ALTJ's) 

could used in an algorithm, thereby greatly reducing the complexity of the design. 

Also, the bit serial designs are inherently optimal for " stuck-at-low" fault scan testing. 

The drawback to bit serial designs is that the clock rate increases linearly with the 

data word size. For a maximum clock rate of 20 MHz, and a minimum sampling 

rate of 2.5 MHz (two samples / chip), the maximum data word size is 8 bits. The 

computer simulation showed that 8 bit words provided sufficient dynamic range to 

prevent non-ideal quantization noise from becoming a hindrance to performance. 

4.3 The Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Transmitter 

The transmitter block diagram is shown on Fig. 4.1. The data, whose input can 

be selectively programmed by a MUX, is differentially modulated to overcome phase 
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Figure 4.1 A binary differential phase-shift keying spread-spectrum transmitter. 

ambiguities at the receiver. Phase ambiguities are introduced by non-synchronized 

transmitter/receiver carriers and the multipath channel. It will be shown later in 

Sec. 4.4.4 that the demodulation of differentially encoded data provides coherent 

combining of multipath echoes. 

A modulo-2 adder (exclusive-or (XOR) gate) is used to modulate the data with 

the M-sequence coming from the programmable pseudo-noise (PN) generator. Mod-

ulation by a 31 chip M-sequence spreads the data's bandwidth (Chapter 2 Sec. 2.3.1) 

of the signal from 40.3 kHz to 1.25 MHz. The modulated data is then passed through 
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a square-root Nyquist (SRN) interpolate-by-8 filter. This filter bandlimits the spec-

trum to 625 kHz and increases the sample rate to 10 MHz, before it is converted to 

an analog signal, lowpass filtered and mixed to a radio frequency (RF) of 910 MHz. 

4.3.1 Pseudo-Noise Code Generator 

The pseudo-noise generator can be defined in terms of the binary generator poly-

nomial 
M 

g(x) = L gxm (4.1) 
m=O 

where M is the degree of the polynomial, go = g(M) = 1 and the other g's take the 

terms 0 or 1. The polynomials are conventionally refered to in octal form. For exam-

ple, the octal notation 36, represented in binary as 10110, would be the polynoinial 

X' + x2 + x + 1. The binary M-sequence, b, can be generated from g(x) using a shift 

register given by Sarwate [46] as 

bl+M = 9Mb1 e gM_1b1 1 e gM.2bJ 2 .... e glba+M_1 (4.2) 

where e denotes the modulo 2 addition (or exclusive or (XOR)). 

There exits a set of polynomial g(x) that outputs the maximum length periodic 

sequence with period N = 2M  - 1. Of particular interest are the primitive poly-

nomials. Examples of the primatives (in octal location) for a fifth order polynomial 

are 45, 75, and 67 [45]. These polynomials possess good cross-correlation and out-of-

phase auto correlation properties [46], but only a small fraction of the M-sequences 

are primatives. For telecommunication systems such as CDMA, a better choice of 

code would be the Kasami codes [46] [30]. 

Another characteristic of the M-sequence is that it will generate a single sequence 

of 1's that equal the order, M, of the polynomial. This was used in generating a 
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timming pulse for input data latching. 

Eqn. 4.2 can be implemented with simple shift registers shown in Fig. 4.2 [45]. 

For an M-sequence of length N, the propagation delay through the generator in Fig. 

b) 

Figure 4.2 Two linear feedback shift registers: a) low speed and b) high speed. 

4.2 a) is log2(N + 1) - 1 XOR gates, whereas the generator on Fig. 4.2 b) has a 

propagation delay of only one XOR gate regardless of the M-sequence length N. In 

high speed applications with large chip sequences, the latter design is definitely more 

desirable. 
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4.3.2 Transmit Filters 

The transmitter shown in Fig 4.1 shows the modulated M-sequence entering a 

filter at a sample rate of fchi, and leaving it at a rate eight times fhi. This type of 

filter is known as an interpolating filter. The purpose of the filter is 1) to reduce the 

rolloff requirement on the reconstruction analog lowpass filter (LPF), 2) to bandlimit 

the modulated M-sequence, and 3) to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI). A lower 

rolloff means that the analog LPF will not have to be a high order filter and there-

fore more economical to produce. Bandlimiting the signal prevents spectral spillover 

into adjacent channels and reduces the sampling rate of the receiver. Reducing ISI 

increases the noise margin, providing a greater immunity to additive noise. 

4.3.2.1 Reconstruction Filters, D/A's, and Interpolating Filters 

The D/A converter and analog LPF (Fig. 4.1) are a practical method of approx-

imating the ideal reconstruction discrete-to-continuous (D/C) system shown on Fig. 

4.3. 

x[n] 

Discrete to 
Impulse Train 
Conversion 

I 
X (t) 

Reconstruction 
Filter 
H(j2) X (t) 

Figure 4.3 Ideal signal reconstruction. 

T 

Following the approach given by Oppenheim and Shafer [3], It can be shown that 
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the output of the ideal reconstruction filter, Hr(jf), 

f T8, J( < r/T3 = 
H, (in) 

= (4.3) 
0, A  > r/T8 

is the reconstructed signal given by the well known sinc function interpolation 

2=00 sin[ir(t_nT 1 
T3 .1 

Xr(i) = (t—nT3)  

2=oo 

= E  cc[n].sinc(2W(t - nT4), (4.4) 
2=—co 

where 2WT = 1, and T8 is the uniform sample spacing associated with the sample 

values x[n]. Consequently, r(t) is equal to the original continuous-time signal if x[n] 

is bandlimited with bandwidth fl and the D/A operates at a rate 

(4.5) 

In the frequency domain, the ideal filter removes the high-frequency components 

of the sampled spectrum of 8(t) given by 

00 
X(j1 - njf 3) (4.6) 

(the sampled spectrum of eqn. 4.6 is similar to Chapter 3 Fig. 3.9). To completely 

remove the unwanted spectra, a very high ordered filter is needed to approximate 

the steep rolloff of Hr (jo). If a practical filter is employed, some leakage of the high 

frequency terms above f3/2 will occur - depending of course on the non-ideal filter's 

stopband attenuation. The passband ripple will also cause distortion of the desired 

spectra. 

To reduce this leakage and distortion, a common approach is to split the recon-

struction into two steps: a digital interpolation filter followed by a low order analog 

interpolation. The approach simply over samples the digital signal by a factor N2, 
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thereby providing a large rolloff region for the analog filter. The first step is to insert 

NT - 1 zero's between each sample x[n]. A discrete ideal interpolating LPF (shown 

in Fig 4.4) "fills in" the zero values so that the interpolator's output, vi[n], has the 

same samples at an interpolated sampling rate fi = NTfS 

Digital Interpolator 

x[n] 

Expandor 

1: NT 

Ideal Lowpass 
Interpolation 

Filter 
Hi(z) 

Data Rate = f=1fr Data Rate =fe=NTfrs Data Rate = fi = NT/T, 

Figure 4.4 Interpolating structure for increasing the sampling rate by NT. 

The ideal interpolation filter transfer function, H(z) where z = eicJIslTT3, is similar 

to the ideal reconstruction filter transfer function (eqn. 4.3) except that the gain is 

equal to NT and stopband equal to i-. As in the case of Hr(j(), the ideal filter 

H(z) is unrealizable and must be approximated. 

The z transform of a signal x6[n] with zeros inserted, has a repeating spectra at 

integer multiples of 27r/NT given by 

X(z) = X (Z1) (4.7) 

The ideal interpolating LPF then passes only the spectra at baseband and integer 

multiples of 2ir. The output z-transform is given by 

X(z) = H(z)X(zlsT) (4.8) 

After digital filtering by H(z), the interpolated signal spectra bandwidths are 

now small relative to the new sampling rate. This means that the reconstruction 
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filter used to approximate Hr(jIl), can have a wider transition band (lower rollofE) 

with acceptable stopband attenuation and passband ripple. This results in a lower 

filter order for the analog reconstruction filter. 

4.3.2.2 Square-Root Nyquist Interpolating Filter 

It was shown in Chapter 3 Sec. 3.2, that the quadrature transmitted symbols are 

pulse shaped by the analog filter p(t). This pulse is detected at the receiver using the 

bandpass matched filter pBp(t) with lowpass equivalent frequency response p*(f). 

The overall frequency response of the transmitter pulse shaping filter and receiver 

matched filter is 

Q(f) = P(f)P(f) (4.9) 

Q(f) is designed to bandlimit the signal's spectrum with zero ISI. Proakis [42] presents 

several waveforms that possess these spectral properties. A frequently used waveform 

in telecommunications is the Nyquist pulse (also known as the raised cosine pulse) 

shown on Fig. 4.5 and frequency spectrum shown on Fig. 4.6. The mathematical 

representation of q(t) and Q(f) can be found in [42] and [11]. 

Since P(f) is the square-root of the Nyquist response Q(f), the pulse wave form 

p(t) is known as the SRN pulse and is given by 

p(t) = (1 - a)sinc((1 - a)2Bt) 

+ a [cos(27rBt — )siric(2aBt - 

+ cos(2irBt + -)sznc(2aBt + (4.10) 

where B is the half-power Nyquist pulse bandwidth and a is the rollofE parameter. 

The specification of a = 0.35 is chosen from the first generation digital cellular [1]. 
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Figure 4.5 Raised cosine pulse for rolloff = 0.0, 0.34, and 0.75. 

The Fourier transform of equ. 4.10 is 

( 1 
I 2B' 

P(f) = 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

lir(IfI—Bi)1 
I 4cB 

0, 

ifl≤B1 

Bi<IfI≤B2 

otherwise 

rolloff= 0.0 - - 
rolloff = 0.35 
rolloff = 0.75   

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 05 
Normalized Frequency 

(4.11) 

Figure 4.6 Raised cosine frequency response for rolloff = 0.0, 0.34, and 0.75. 
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where B1 = (1 - a)B and B2 = (1 - a)B The transmit digital filter taps, h, 

of a SRN finite-impulse response (FIR) filter are obtained by sampling the impulse 

response (eqn. 4.10) uniformly at a rate f3 = l/T. The transmitter's pulse shaping 

filter and the receiver's matched filter will both have the same pulse shape due to the 

symmetry of p(t). 

Transmit filter taps 

ho 

hi 
h2 
h3 

h5 
h6 
h7 
h8 
h9 
h10 
hil 

h13 
h14 

h30 
h29 
h28 
h27 
h26 
h25 
h24 
h23 
h22 

h20 
h19 
his 

h16 

1D = 1 
16 

1 
-1 
-3 
-6 
-7 
-8 
-6 
-3 
2 
8 
16 
24 
31 
38 
42 
43 

BN = 0.070161 

3 
2 
0 
-2 
-5 
-7 
-7 
-6 
-3 
3 
11 
20 

29 
36 
41 
43 

Table 4.1 Filter tap values for 1) ideal bandwidth, and 2) predistorted bandwidth. 

A rule-of-thumb for determining the number of filter taps, L, is 

L 
2BN 

(4.12) 

where BN = . is the normalized bandwidth. For an interpolation-by-8 SRN filter, 

BN = , giving L = 32. A filter length of L = 31 was chosen to give an odd ordered 

filter. Table 4.1 shows the transmit FIR filter tap values (the notation p(t) is replaced 

by h(t) to be consistent with Sec. 4.3.2.1). 
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Referring back to Fig. 4.4, the expander and interpolating filter can be combined 

into one single block by computing only the tap values that do not have a zero at 

their input, ie. 

Y8n = a,ho + x_1h3 + x_2h16 + x_3h24 

Y8n+1 

Y8n+2 

= xh1 + x_1h9 + x_2h17 + x..3h25 

= xh2 + x...1h10 + x_.2h18 + x_3h26 

* 

* 

* 

Y8n+6 = xh6 + x_1h14 + z_2h22 + x_3h30 

Y8n+7 = xh7 + x_1h15 + x_2h23 (4.13) 

In this way, the interpolating filter only requires four multiplications to compute each 

output. But, since the DS-SS transmitter (Fig. 4.1) input to the FIR takes values of 

±1, no multiplications in fact are necessary. 

4.3.2.3 Predistortion 

Fig. 4.7 shows the distortion caused by the decimate-by-four chain on the SRN 

filter's frequency response. The decimate-by-four chain's passband ripple is -0.85 dB 

at the Nyquist pulse bandwidth of BN = The effect of this seemingly negligible 
16 

distortion was determined with the use of a baseband computer simulation (Sec. 4.5). 

By sending binary data through the interpolating filter, and viewing the detected 

pulse at the output of the cascaded decimate chain and square-root Nyquist matched 

filter (Sec. 4.4.2), the discrete values were plotted in repeating chip periods , T, to 

produce the eye diagram shown on Fig. 4.8 The 1ST, shown as superimposed signals 
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Figure 4.7 Distortion of square-root Nyquist frequency spectrum by 
the baseband equivalent of filter and decimate-by-four 
chain. 

at the sampling instant, T, represents approx. 30% of the nominal sample value. 

This results in an appreciable decrease in the noise margin. The decreased distance 

between the sample and threshold value increases the probability that additive noise 

will cause an error. 

To overcome the distortion, the interpolating filter is increased by an amount 

LB to account for the decimate chain's passband ripple. Eqn. 4.11 and baseband 

response of the filter and decimate chain (Chapter 3 3.28) are used to determine LB 

at the half power point as 

where 

= aB  

(1 - a) Ir 

- 16  sin 2(irB)  

V2_sin2(4irB) 

For BN = , the predistortion bandwidth of the SRN pulse is = BN + AB = 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
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Figure 4.8 Eye diagram for interpolating filter bandwidth = 1/16. 

0.070161. The tap values corresponding to B IV are'shown on table 4.1. The eye 

diagram using the predistorted pulse is shown on Fig. 4.9. It is apparent from this 
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Figure 4.9 Eye diagram for interpolating filter bandwidth = 0.070161. 
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figure that predistortion of the waveform causes the eye to open, thereby reducing 

the errors caused by additive noise. 

4.4 The Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Receiver 

The functional blocks of the receiver's digital structure are shown on Fig. 4.10. 

The entire system downstream of bandpass filter # 2 has been implemented and tested 

V 

BPF #1 

DPSK 
Demqdua-

tion 

w(n') 

v(n'l) 

vnT') 

FIR Matched to 
M - Sequence, HM (z) 

RAKE Receiver, HR (z) 

= 

y1(n'1) 

Center Frequency = 2f 

= 

BPF # 2 

Bit 
Clock 

Recovery 

-f-f.  p 

Limiter 

r1(nT) 

1(nT) 

Sample-
hold 
and 

810 = 

Complex 
and 

Real Filters 
and 

Decimation 
Chains 

  Binary Data Out 

 Y 

Figure 4.10 Integrated Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Rake Receiver. 

SIC 

r(n1) 

for an additive white Gaussian noise channel. Xilinx3 field-programmable gate-arrays 

3Xilinx is a trade name of Minx Inc. 
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(FPGA's) were used to implement the digital portion of the receiver downstream of 

the A/D converter. 

The radio frequency (RF) down-converter consists of 1) a front-end BPF to prevent 

imaging of out-of-band noise, 2) a low-noise amplifier, and 3) a mixer and BPF to 

demodulate the signal down to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 2.5 MHz. The signal 

then enters a limiter before being sampled at 10 MHz - four times the center frequency 

(see quarter-wave sampling Chapter 3 Sec. 3.5). Down-conversion by halfband-filters 

and decimation chains moves the received signal to baseband sampled at 2.5 MHz. 

This baseband signal is then filtered with a square-root Nyquist filter and an FIR 

filter matched to the M-sequence. DPSK demodulation removes the channel phases 

from the multipath echoes allowing coherent addition in the Rake. The Rake output 

enters a first-order digital phase-lock-loop (PLL) to derive the bit cl9ck for sampling. 

All of the above components of the DS-SS will be discussed in greater detail with 

the exception of the halfband-filter and decimate chains which were already presented 

in Chapter 3 Sec. 3.5.1. 

4.4.1 Limiter 

Hardware emulation without the limiter showed that noise spikes, which exceeded 

the AID input, resulted in poor A/D performance. Also, simulation showed that an 

automatic gain control (AOC) device resulted in low correlation peaks (Chapter 6 

Sec. 6.3.3). It is possible that at the low experimental SNR's (there is a processing 

gain of 31 due to the M-sequence), the noise signal "swamps" the data signal resulting 

in large data signal attenuation due to the AGC (see Chapter 6 Sec. 6.3.4.1 for a 

discussion on the effects of signal attenuation versus performance). 
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4.4.2 Square-Root Nyquist Matched Filter 

The square-root Nyquist filter block consists of two real identical FIR matched 

filters given by the z-domain expression. 

HMF(Z) = H(1/z*), (4.16) 

where H(z) is the transmit interpolating filter. The matched filter, HMF(Z), is the 

optimum filter for detecting a pulse in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise 

[4] [42]. Due to the symmetry of the Nyquist pulse, the matched filter is the same 

as the pulse-shaping filter given by eqn. 4.10 except that BN = 1/4 to account for 

decimation-by-4. Using equ. 4.12, the number of taps' L = 8. However, based on 

eye diagram analysis and out-of-band noise rejection, it was decided to implement 

the filter with 13 taps. The tap values , shown on table 4.2, were calculated using 

NOMAD' which uses an annealing algorithm to find the best set of coefficients that 

Receive filter taps 

hMFo 
hMpl 

hMF2 
hMF3 

hMF4 

hMF5 

hMF6 

hMF12 

hMF11 

hMF10 

hMFg 

hMF8 
hMF7 

BN= 14 

-2 
2 
4 

-8 
-6 
40 
72 

Table 4.2 Filter tap values for square-root Nyquist matched filter 

match the SRN frequency response. Annealing and the non-ideal effects of coefficient 

word-length and quantization are discussed in Chapter 5, Sec. 5.4.5.2. 

4NOMAD, a CAD design for FIR and hR filters, is available from Dr. L. Turner. The develop-
ment of the tool was supported by MICRONET. 
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4.4.3 M-sequence Matched Filter 

For a single path noiseless channel, the sampled autocorrelation output from the 

M-sequence matched filter is shown on Fig. 4.11. Straight-line interpolation is shown 

R(nT) R(nT) 

4 

b) 
-4 14-

.1; 

Figure Output from FIR M-sequence matched filter: 1) best case 
4.11 sampling, and 2) worst case sampling 

-1 

to simplify the diagram, although the actual shape of the autocorrelation would resem-

ble the Nyquist pulse. Two sampling scenarios are shown: 1) the best case sampling 

when the sample values are synchronized at times T; In = 0, 1,2,3, ...}, and 2) the 

worst case sampling when the samples are at time 1T; {n = 0, 1,2,3, ...}. The 

latter case represents a worst case 1.2 dB drop in the processing gain when sam-

pling at two times the Nyquist rate. Worst case Nyquist rate sampling with a 3 dB 

attenuation would be unacceptable 

An illustration of multipath channel detection at the M-sequence matched filter's 

output is shown on Fig. 4.12. The output is simplified in that it only shows the sample 

values of the detected echoes and not the odd or even periodic auto correlations of 

the codes. 
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Figure 4.12 M-sequence matched filter sample values 

The matched filter output is 

Tb 

N—i 

(mT3) = E ajR(mT3 - tj)e(T5)1) , (4.17) 
1=0 

where €5(nT3) is the complex envelope, a1 and qj are the multipath attenuation and 

phase at time t1, R(nT3) is the correlation between the transmit and receive M-

sequences, O(nT3) is the phase of the transmitted complex envelope, and N is the 

number of paths. The channel phase in eqn. 4.17 will cause non-coherent addition 

of the autocorrelation phasors as depicted by the six phasors shown on Fig. 4.13. In 

this case, the channel phase has caused a 145° rotation of the resultant phasor from 

the desired response. Obviously, the channel phase must be removed to coherently 

combine the channel phase; doing so will realize the multipath diversity processing 

gain, 1I/1p (Chapter 2 Sec. 2.5.1). 
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Figure 4.13 Phasor addition of the multipath autocorrelation values 

4.4.4 DPSK demodulation 

Two of the latest DS-SS systems [54] [30] , and those proposed by [53] and [15], 

employ a DPSK demodulation to rotate the autocorrelation phasors. In DPSK de-

modulation, the output of the in-phase and quadrature M-sequence matched filters 

(eqn. 4.17) is multiplied by the previous output delayed by one symbol time, Tb. The 

complex multiplication is 

zi(nT8) = ?3(nTs)1*(nTs - Tb) 

N—i 

= aR(rtT3 - 

i=O 

2 

where LO(nT3) is the differentially demodulated phase of the transmit data. 

(4.18) 

Eqn. 
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neglected. 

If the multipath can be resolved perfectly, there is no overlap of the correlations, 

and 
N-i 

aR(nT3 - 

i=O 

It follows that the DPSK output is 

2 N-i 

= > aR2(mT—t). 

N-i 

ö(nT3) = aR2 (nT3 - tj)e O(n T8). 

j=o 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

Eqn. 4.20 shows that the detected signal at the DPSK output no longer has the 

phasor rotation caused by the channel phase. Coherent combining of the N phasors 

is now possible. 

4.4.5 Diversity Combining with the Rake 

Turin [53] presents the digital Rake (I)Rake) to combine the energy of the mul-

tipath echoes. Turin's system uses a sounding receiver's estimate the channel's path 

delays to open or close the transversal filter's tap switches. A realization of the 

transversal filter is described in Chapter 2 Sec. 2.5.1. The convolution of the transver-

sal filter response and the DPSK output (eqn. 4.20) extends channel delay spread, 

LTd8, to 2(N— 1)T3. To prevent 1ST, the maximum symbol period, Tb, would be given 

by 

Tb > 2LTd3. (4.21) 

The Rake designed in this thesis computes the convolution by implementing a 

time-invariant transversal filter that "barrel" shifts the tap control variable with its 

associated correlation value. It is essentially equivalent to an RC equal gain combiner 

except that integration is not continuous over the entire integration period. Fig. 4.14 

shows the channel estimator, the Make, and its output. Because of the delay line, 
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Figure Digital implementation of the DRake: a) DPSK output, 
4.14 b) DRake, and c) Drake output. 

the 1ST criteria of Eqn. 4.21 is no longer valid. 151 will be prevented if the symbol 

period Tb is greater than the effective delay spread, LTS3, given by 

Tb > L.T 8 = (NDRake + N - 2)7's (4.22) 

where NDRakC is the number of DRake taps. Given the maximum delay spread of 7 

psec.[20], a 16 taps DRake would have an effective delay spread of approx 14 psec. 

Although larger delay spreads have been measured [47], the symbol period of Tb = 

127   1.25MHz --  101.6 psec should prevent 1ST from occurring (127 is the number of chips 

and 1.25 MHz is the sample rate). 

The output from the DRake will be wider than the output from a typical correlat-

ing receiver. The wider output makes it easier to sample in the presence of multipath 
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phase jitter. 

In the DRake, the channel estimator in Fig. 4.14 is simply a threshold detecting 

device. The estimator compares the incoming signal to a threshold value and outputs 

a control signal to the transversal tap switches. A more elaborate scheme [15] would 

be to compute tap value for the ith symbol as 

hi - eiii_i + (1 - (4.23) 

where !i and Co are the DRake tap and DPSK output vector representations, cj is the 

sampled data value, and Lo is the exponential weighting factor. Unfortunately, this 

algorithm was not implemented due to the inavailability of hardware. 

4.4.6 Bit-Clock Recovery 

A phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to derive the bit-clock from the DRake output. 

Two PLL's are shown on Fig. 4.15. The conventional analog PLL shown on Fig. 4.15 

a) consists of three basic functional blocks: 1) a phase detector, 2) a loop filter, and 
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Figure Phase-locked loops (PLL): 1) analog PLL, and 2) first-
4.15 order digital PLL. 

2N 
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3) a voltage controlled oscillator. A discussion of its operation can be found in [5], 

[33], [49], [42], [45]. By implementing H(f) = 1 as the loop filter, the conventional 

analog PLL can be realized by a simple first-order digital equivalent shown on Fig. 

4.15 b). At the expense of a higher degree of complexity (and hence more hardware 

components), higher order phase lock loops can be implemented using a cascade 

of first-order digital equivalent systems [52], or implementing the Hubert transform 

phase detector PLL [5]. 

Besides keeping the DS-SS receiver completely digital, another reason for using 

a digital PLL over an analog PLL is its insensitivity to voltage and temperature 

changes, higher free running frequency (32 MHz vs 1OM MHz), and bandwidth pro-

grammability [55]. 

The PLL on fig, 4.15 operates at a center frequency of f0 when the input signal 

u1 is the same frequency and phase as the reference signal U2; ie., f° = ul = u2. 

In this case, the K-counter does not produce any carry or borrow pulses therefore 

the increment/decrement (l/D) counter divides exactly by two. If the frequency of 

u1 increases, the K-counter produces carry pulses which causes the I/D counter to 

add pulses to u3; causing u2 's frequency to increase. Conversely, borrow pulses are 

generated from the K-counter when the frequency of ul is less than u2. A detailed 

analysis of the first-order PLL is found in [52]. 

The phase detector (PD) implemented in the bit-clock recovery circuit is a type 

4 phase detector shown on 4.16. The type 4 phase detector outperforms type 2 PD's 

(XOR gate) and type 3 PD's (edge triggered JK flip-flop) in both frequency and phase 

sensitivity and its performance is independent of duty cycle [5]. 
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ud= average of up/down signals 
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f2 

Figure Type 4 Phase detector: a) digital structure, b) phase 
4.16 error, and c) frequency error. 

The lock-in range of the PLL is given by 

Lfrnacc 2KN 
Mf0 

(4.24) 

where M is the scale factor for the I/D counter clock input, K is the modulas of 

the K-counter, and Nb is the divide-by-N counter modulas. Based on a system clock 

stability of 200 ppm, the maximum frequency deviation of the bit clock is 

2OOppm 
J max =  88 4NdN * 200ppm (4.25) 

where fy, is the system clock, Nd is the receiver decimation factor and N is the 

number of chips. For Nd = 4, Nb = 248, f8,8 = Mf0 = 20MHz, and N = 31, eqn.s 

4.24 and 4.25 give K = 5000. 
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Since this is a first-order PLL, a phase error, q, will be present when the frequency 

of u1 equals u2 so long as fi,,. 10. This phase error is given by 

2ir 
2KNb(f - 1°)  

= radians (4.26) 
KdMf0 

which as expected represents one cycle for fin - fo = fmaa. This phase error is 

unacceptable for the sampling of the Make output which is a narrow pulse relative 

to the bit period, but less critical for the Make output. 

Assuming that the transmission medium is a single path noiseless channel, the 

data output train of the DRake would have a 26% duty cycle given a 31 chip M-

sequence and a 16 tap Make. If at f0 the sample point is at the center of the pulse, 

the maximum phase error acceptable is ith of a cycle to assure optimum sampling. 

Using eqn. 4.26, K is computed to be 625 - note that this factor is much less than 

that computed by equations 4.24 and 4.25. Experimentation showed that the number 

of bit errors (and therefore the "time-to-lock" period) was reduced by using a smaller 

K value as discussed in Chapter 6 Sec. 6.3.5.2. 

These phase error considerations could be avoided by implementing a higher order 

PLL like the ones mentioned earlier in this section. The decision to use this particular 

PLL was made to minimize the complexity and hence the number of transistors in 

the design. 

4.5 Simulation 

Several C programes were developed to simulate the baseband and passband trans-

mitter and receiver pairs with both floating-point and fixed-point arithmetic. Their 

functional blocks were implemented as described in the above sections with the ex-

ception of the bit-clock recovery block which was not simulated. In all bit error 
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simulations, it was assumed that the received signal is synchronously sampled at the 

symbol rate. 

The floating-point model was used to test algorithm performance without the 

non-ideal effects of fixed-point arithmetic. The algorithms were then implemented in 

fixed-point to determine effect of quantization, word-length, and overflow. 

The fixed-point model was developed for two different word lengths: 1) a 32 bit 

model, and 2) an 8 bit model. The 32-bit model was used to determine the dynamic 

range requirements of the system. In Chapter 6 Sec. 6.3.4.2, this program was used 

to determine bit error curves for various A/D input levels. This program was also 

used to flag overflows in the DS-SS functional blocks. 

The effect of overflows in the DS-SS receiver were investigated with the 8-bit 

model. Although most of the functional blocks of the DS-SS receiver were designed 

to prevent overflow, two of the blocks - the SRN matched filter and the DPSK demod-

ulator - were allowed overflows. Overflow was allowed in these instances to prevent 

downstream dynamic range of the signal from being pushed into the quantization 

noise; thereby grossly affecting the receiver's performance. 

The passband models were developed to simulate aliasing and frequency offsets 

between the transmitter and receiver carrier signals. 

4.6 Summary 

Each functional block of the DS-SS transmitter and receiver pair was presented. 

The transmitter, by using an interpolating square-root Nyquist filter, sends a dif-

ferentially modulated spreaded waveform of the binary data sampled at 8 times the 

symbol rate. The spreading waveform is a 31 chip M-sequence that occupies 1.25 MHz 

of spectral bandwidth. The interpolating filter coefficients are designed to predistort 
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the signal to account for distortion caused by the receiver half-band filter chain, and 

to reduce the rolloff requirements of the analog reconstruction filter. 

The signal, sampled at a rate four times its center frequency of 2.5 MHz, is quadra-

ture down-converted using a half-band filter and decimate-by-4 chain. The demodu-

lated signal is over-sampled at two times the Nyquist rate to avoid a 3 dB loss on the 

correlation peak magnitude. The M-sequence matched filter outputs the impulse re-

sponse of the channel convolved with the autocorrelation function of the M-sequence. 

It is passed through a DPSK demodulator to differentially decode the symbol and 

to remove the channel phase for coherent addition in the DRake. The DRake is a 

simple channel estimator whose algorithm compares the incoming signal with a pre-

programmed threshold level. The "barrel shifting" design of this block results in an 

increased duty cycle for improved clock recovery and sampling. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the Xilinx' implementation of the direct-sequence spread-spectrum 

(DS-SS) receiver is presented. The completely digital receiver design, from the analog-

to-digital (A/D) converter to (and including) the phase-locked loop, was implemented 

on 4-3000 and 2-4000 series Xilinx field-programmable gate-arrays (FPGA's). Only 

a single 3000 series FPGA was required for the transmitter. 

The chapter begins by reviewing the non-ideal effects such as quantization noise, 

coefficient quantization, and finite word-length arithmetic errors, that are inherent to 

the digital representation of analog signals and filter structures. Following this, par-

allel, bit-serial, and digit-serial digital architectures are introduced and their relation-

ship to processing speed, layout, testing, and hardware utilization is discussed. With 

this background in non-ideal effects and digital architectures, the DS-SS functional 

blocks (presented in Chapter 4) are designed in conjunction with special considera-

tions that were made for Xilinx FPGA prototyping. Finally, the gross digital design 

layout of the functional blocks, the distribution of clock signals and the communica-

tion protocols between Xilinx modules is discussed. 

5.1.1 Binary Number representation 

The implementation of a digital processing system requires that the analog sig-

nals, represented theoretically by real numbers, be represented by some finite digital 

'Xilinx is a trademark of Xilinx Inc.:manufacturer of commercial FPGA's 
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numbering system. A rational number Nr can be represented with finite precision [4] 

as 
MMSB 

Nr = E c1r; 0 ≤ c ≤ (r - 1), 
i=—MLSB 

where ci is the ith coefficient, r is the radix of the representation. MMSB and MLSB 

are integer values whose sum will be defined by B + 1 as 

B+1 = MMSB+MLSB. (5.2) 

From eqn. 5.1 Nr is represented in decimal if r = 10 and in binary if r = 2. Thus for 

a binary number, ci takes the values 0 and 1. In this case the coefficients are referred 

to as binary bits and their aggregate makes a binary word. 

The binary representation of a negative number depends on the fixed-point arith-

metic used. There are three commonly used types: 1) straight binary, 2) one's comple-

ment, and 3) two's complement. In two's complement arithmetic, a negative number 

is represented by assigning the most significant bit (MSB), CMMSB , as a sign bit. It 

will be the convention of this thesis to assign the binary point to a fixed place between 

the first and second most significant bits. In this way, the maximum positive value is 

given by 
MMSB-1 

TtT - 2 
1'mac_pos - r 

i=—MLSE+1 

and the maximum negative value by 

N MMSB mav_neg -- CMMSBr 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where CMMSB = —1 and MMSB = 0. For example, if the binary word (or binary code) 

is 3 bits (ie. B + 1 = 3), the maximum positive value fractionally given by eqn. 5.3 is 

Nma33_pos --  (2_2) + (2-') = 3/4, w hile the negative number is Nmao,_neg = (TI-)(2°) = 

—1. 
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5.2 Non-Ideal Effects 

5.2.1 Analog-to-Digital Converter 

An A/D converter is a phyical device that converts an analog signal amplitude 

into a binary code representation. A typical converter is shown on Fig. 5.1 a). 

The converter can be mathematically described as a continuous-to-discrete converter 

(C/D) (analogous to the discrete-to-continuous converter (D/C) in Chapter 4, Sec. 

4.3.2.1) cascaded with a quantizer as shown on Fig.  5.1 b).  
Continuous Sample to 

and  A/D   Descrete  • Quantizer  
x hold Converter XQ [fl] - X (0 Conversion x[n]  xn]]0  XQ [fl] 

S/H C/D 

I 
'1; 

a) b) 

Figure 5.1 Digitization of analog signals: a) real system, and b) theoretical system 

High performance A/D's use a sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit to hold the sampled 

signal for T3 seconds while the A/D completes the conversion process. In some cases, 

the A/D's conversion speed is very fast relative to the change of the signal and there-

fore do not require a S/H. These A/D's are typically flash A/D's which can operate 

up to 300 MHz 2, and even faster A/D's will be available as technology advances [18]. 

Nevertheless, sampling of signals means that the signal will be held for a finite 

period of time. Thus, the S/H output can be expressed as 

00 

XS/H(t) = E  xC(nT3)hs/H(t - nT8), (5.5) 
n=-00 

2Analog Devices AD9038 
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where the continuous time signal x0(t), sampled at intervals 1'3, is convolved with a 

square pulse, hs/H(t), given by 

i, 
hs/H(t) = O<t<T3 o, otherwise. (5.6) 

I  

The Fourier transform of eqn. 5.6 - aside from a linear phase term - gives the well 

known sinc function distortion given by: 

- sin 
(ft) 

ç2 (5.7) 

This distortion can be compensated for by applying the inverse filter of eqn. 5.7 

downstream of the A/D. 

The binary value representation of , XQ [n], will be an approximation of XS/H(t) 

(as in the case of the A/D output) or x[n] (as in the case of the quantizer output). 

This is because XQ[n] is represented with a finite set of values. 

Assuming that the bandlimited waveform x(t) is sampled at or above the Nyquist 

rate, then for the real system: 

XS/H(t) = x(nT3), (5.8) 

and for the theoretical system: 

x[n] = x(nT3). (5.9) 

Unlike XS/H(t), x[m] is the result of multiplying x0(t) by a train of discrete time 

impulses spaced at period T3, and therefore is not distorted by the sinc function. If 

the sinc distortion is removed from XS/H(t), then it can be said that the sampled value 

of the continuous-time signal is the same for both systems. The discrete-time signal 

in turn is represented by the quantized signal, XQ[n]. The error in approximating x[n] 

with a finte set of values is given by 

x[n] = XQ[fl] + e[n]. (5.10) 
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The error e[n] is commonly known as the quantization error and results in quantization 

noise inherent to digital systems. 

5.2.1.1 Quantization Noise 

Errors that occur in the finite value representation of x(t) have maximum values 

of e = ±.- for rounding and e = 0 and —L for truncation, where 

(5.11) 

This error, or quantization noise, can be statistically defined as a uniformly dis-

tributed white-noise sequence with variance 

211 A2 

12 = (5.12) 

and mean, tz, . The mean is zero for rounding and p = - for truncation. The 

above is true if the following assumptions are made [3]: 

1. The error sequence e[n] is a sample sequence of a stationary random process. 

2. The error sequence is uncorrelated with the sequence x[n]. 

3. The random variables of the error process are uncorrelated. 

4. The probability distribution of the error process is uniform over the range of 

quantization error. 

There assumptions are valid if the continuous signal changes by an amount greater 

than the quantization step and in a fashion that is random [26] [4]. A signal that does 

not possess these characteristics can be changed to one that does by adding dither 

[23]. Dither is a broadband , yet bandlimited, noise-like signal, or pseudo-noise signal, 

that is added to the signal at the input to the A/D. The dither spectra need not be 
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added to portions of the spectrum that interfere with the signal spectra. The spectra 

should however be placed where they will be filtered out by downstream digital filters: 

half-band filter and decimate chains could be used for this purpose. 

The signal-to-quantization noise ratio is 

SNRQ = lolog (62 
-j) 

= 6.02B + 10.8 - 20log(o-) dB, (5.13) 

where o is the variance of the signal x(t). Oppenheim [3] shows that if x(t) is gaus-

sian distributed, then the amplitude of x() will be greater than 4o approximately 

0.06 % of the time. Hence equ. 5.13 can be written as3 

SNRQ 6B - 1.24 dB. (5.14) 

An 8-bit A/D converter (B = 7) has a SNRQ of 40.76 dB. It was shown in Chapter 

3 Sec. 3.5.2.1 that halfband filters can be used to increase the SNRQ by 3 dB per 

filter and decimate chain stage; representing an increase the signal's binary word, B, 

by one-half bit per stage. 

5.2.2 Coefficient Quantization 

Whenever finite word-length coefficients are used to represent a desired frequency 

response of a digital filter, the quantization of the real coefficients results in a shifting 

of the pole and zero locations. This inturn results in an error between the desired and 

implemented response. In infinite-impulse response (JIB,) filters, this is of particular 

importance when poles are close to the unit z-plane circle. Quantization may cause. 

the poles to be shifted outside the unit circle causing the hR filter to become unstable. 

3Eqn. 5.14 is noted as a rule- of-thumb for broadband signals in [23]. 
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Finite-impulse response (FIR) filters do not suffer from this side-effect; however, they 

are not immune to the distortion of the ideal response. 

The effect of coefficient quantization is more significant for a high ordered filter 

realized in direct form than the corresponding cascade or parallel realizations [4]. 

This lends support for half-band filter-and-decimate chain implementations over the 

use of a single high-ordered filter. 

To combat the effect of coefficient quantization, the filter designer has three op-

tions: 1) increase the number of coefficient bits, 2) choose a filter structure that is less 

sensitive the coefficient truncation/rounding (such as cascaded sections), and 3) use 

an algorithm that selects filter coefficients in such a way as to minimize the difference 

between the desired and actual response [28]. One such algorithm is simulated an-

nealing. This algorithm was used in the selection of the square-root Nyquist matched 

filter coefficients (Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.2.2). 

5.2.3 Overflow 

In two's complement finite-precision systems, the addition of two values can cause 

the sum to exceed or overflow the maximum number representable by the system 

word length. Such an instance can also occur in subtraction too. When an overflows 

occurs, the bits that exceed the word length are ignored. For example, when a posi-

tive number increases past its maximum, the number wraps around to start counting 

up from the most negative number (two's complement) or from zero (unsigned arith-

metic). These "wraparounds" create large opposite-direction transitions which have 

broadband harmonic content (perhaps introducing aliasing) and are difficult to filter 

[23]. 

A way of combating overflows is to use saturation arithmetic. Although harmonics 
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will also be introduced, their effect will be less severe as the harmonics introduced by 

overflow. 

Yet another option is to design the system so that overflows will not occur. For 

the lcth node of a filter with unit sample response hk(n.), it can be shown that the 

upper bound to an input signal x(n) is 

1 
Xmax <  

E000 lh(n)I' 
(5.15) 

where Ih(n)t is the L1 norm. Eqn. 5.15 guarantees that all nodes in a filter will 

not overflow, But in reality, few signals will cause the output to approach this upper 

bound. Another less stringent " rule-of-thumb" is given by Higgins [23] as 

1 
Xmax <  

max [Iffk(ejwT8)I]' 

where Hk(S T ) is the Fourier transform of hk(n). 

5.2.4 Fixed-Point Arithmetic Errors 

(5.16) 

The following two sections provide the statistics necessary to evaluate the noise 

power at the filter outputs in Sec. 5.4.4.1 and 5.4.5.4. In all arithmetic computa-

tions, the DS-SS transceiver uses truncation rounding to reduce system complexity. 

Although the following results show that other rounding schemes offer better statis-

tics, the cost of additional gates to implement rounding outweighed the increase in 

SNRQ. 

5.2.4.1 Addition and Subtraction 

Scaling is used to prevent addition or subtraction overflow in fixed-point systems. 

Scaling is treated as a right shift operation that mathematically represents a divide 
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by the factor two. The addition of two numbers, x and y, can be greater than the 

finite-word representation of their sum z. Scaling z to B + 1 bits yields = [z/2]s 

where [Is is the scaling operation. The difference between i and z/2 is the rounding 

error, €. The statistics of e have been studied by Coidham [8] for various methods 

of rounding z/2 to B + 1 bits. The results are shown in Table 5.1. There are four 

error 
mean, Pca 

error 
variance, 0a 

MSE 

truncation —z/4 2/8 

up-rounding z/4 2/16 L2/8 
random bit add 

or signed rounding 
0 

- 

L2/8 2/8 

Table 5.1 Fixed-point addition/subtraction error statistics. 

rounding schemes: 1) truncation, where the least-significant bit is dropped; 2) up-

rounding, where 1 bit is added before truncation; 3) random bit addition, where a bit 

is added at random before truncation; and 4) signed rounding, where a 1-bit is added 

if the a + y is negative. Although the latter two schemes introduce the least error, 

they require increased system complexity - as does up-rounding - to implement. 

5.2.4.2 Multiplication 

The multiplication of two B + 1 bit numbers gives a 2(B + 1) bit product. Un-

fortunately, it is not always practical to use 2(B + 1) bits - particularly in hR cases 

where the multiplication is in a recursive loop. Obviously, if the product is to be 

represented in anything less than 2(B + 1) bits, then truncation is necessary. The 

truncation and then rounding of the product introduces an error whose mean, van-
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ance, and mean-square error have been studied by Coldham [8] and are listed in Table 

5.2. The rounding schemes are similar to Sec. 5.2.4.1 with the exception of signed 

error 

mean, Im 
error 

variance, ° 6m 
MSE 

truncation —/2 A2/12 A2/3 

up-rounding 0 &/12 &/12 
random bit add —z/4 7L 2/48 5z 2/24 
signed truncation 0 19 2/64 19L 2/64 

Table 5.2 Fixed-point multiplication error statistics. 

truncation where a 1-bit is added if the product is positive and if the least significant 

bits are non-zero. 

The preferred method for rounding after multiplication is up-rounding if the error 

variance, ° m' was a concern. If it is not, then truncation is preferred. 

5.2.5 Modeling Quantization at the Output of a Filter 

5.2.5.1 Quantization Noise at the Filter Input 

In Sec. 5.2.1 it was shown that the output after the quantizer is 

XQ[fl] = c[n] + €[n]. 

The filter output, y[n.], is given by 

00 

(5.17) 

y[n]= E h[m]sQ[n—m], (5.18) 
m=O 

where h[m] is the unit sample response. Assuming the filter is linear time-invariant, 

the output will be the sum of two components: one due to the x[n], and the other. 
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due to 4m]. Also assuming that €[n] is white noise with zero mean and variance c C. , 

then the output noise power is given by 

00 

Orout =  E Ih[m]12. 
M=O 

5.2.5.2 Quantization Noise due to Multipliers 

(5.19) 

Eqn. 5.19 can also be used for calculating noise power output due to quantization 

noise generated at the filter's internal nodes. Given hk[m], the unit impulse response 

from a k1h multiplier node to the output, the noise power out is 

00 

O2U = 06m E I1k[m]I2. (5.20) 
M=O 

It follows that the total noise power out from Nm multipliers is 

Nm 00 

O'oal = ' mk Ihk[m]12. (5.21) 
M=O 

The above equations also apply to nodes where scaling occurs. 

Evaluation of eqn. 5.20 can be difficult to compute for hR filters. But for an FIR 

filter with Niap, the noise power out is simply expressed as 

Ntap1 

otal = 6m/C (5.22) 
k=O 

Thus, for an FIR filter, doubling the number of taps requires one more bit to retain 

the same signal-to-quantization noise ratio if the noise power is the same for each tap. 

5.3 Hardware Considerations 

Custom integrated designs, application-specific intergrated circuits (ASICS), and 

field-programmable integrated circuits (FPGA's), can be fully optimized for a partic-

ular design. All have several common limitations , such as finite transistor density, 
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finite routing resources, and finite switching speed, that must be considered for each 

application. 

Data throughput is typically the reason why an ASIC, FPGA, or fully custom im-

plementation is chosen over the general purpose digital-signal-processor (DSP). The 

general purpose DSP, being designed to meet the needs of several different appli-

cations, is not an optimal design for a particular application; hence, economy's of 

speed, power consumption, and chip area are not realized [35]. More flexibility can 

be achieved using an application oriented DSP; but not as much flexibility as with 

ASIC's, FPGA's, and full custom designs. 

On the other hand, unless the fully custom designed chips are ordered in large 

quantities, their cost will be prohibitive in competitive markets. In these instances, 

DSP's become more attractive. 

The assumption is made that the transceiver designed in this thesis would be 

produced for the next generation of spread-spectrum digital outdoor cellular commu-

nicators. Thus, the fully custom designed transceiver would be produced in quantities 

that would make it economical. 

Another factor is the compactness of the design. The estimated number of arith-

metic computations per second for the DS-SS transceiver totals f8(85 + 1.5N0), where 

N is the number of chips and f3 is the sample rate. For a 2.5 MHz sample rate and a 

31 chip M-sequence, at least six general purpose DSP's are required if each operates 

at 50 million instructions per second (50 MIPS) (assuming that a multiply, shift, 

add, etc., can each be completed in one instruction and no memory read/writes are 

needed). Estimates show that the DS-SS custom receiver design can be implemented 

with 40000 gates (160000 transistors), and the transmitter with 8000 gates. (chip 

length = 127). This is an acceptable size for ASIC chips and would be appreciably 
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compact compared to six DSP chips. 

5.3.1 Hardware Architectures 

There are three types of digital architectures that are available to the engineer: 

1) parallel, 2) serial-parallel, and 3) bit-serial. These architectures create a wide 

spectrum of designs that exhibit certain characteristics which make each suited for 

a specific application. The arrows on Fig. 5.2 show the increasing degree of each 

characteristic. At one end of the spectrum (Fig. 5.2), parallel architectures realize 

Parallel 

System Clock Rate 

Complexity 

Transistors 

Data Throughput 

Routing Resources 

4 Area/Time  

Figure 5.2 Characteristics of serial/parallel architectures. 

high data rates at the expense of complexity, transistors, and routing resources. At 

the other end of the spectrum lies bit-serial architectures which realize low chip area 

at the expense of an increased system clock rate. A hybrid that possesses both 

characteristics lies between fully parallel and bit-serial designs. 

Analysis of the above observations are made simple when looking at a system 

scheduling arithmetic computations around a single function block. For example, a 
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bit-serial adder would take up much less area and routing resources, but require a 

system clock that is equal to the data word length times the data word rate. But 

when several bit-serial function blocks are implemented - the smaller chip area of a 

single bit-serial function blbck might allow the designer to layout several as opposed 

to one - analyzing architectures into categories of speed, chip area, etc., becomes a 

perplexing problem. Instead of multiplexing all computations around a single large 

parallel multiplier, several bit-serial multipliers (these could also be serial/parallel 

multipliers) can be allocated in the system data flow paths where bottlenecks occur. 

Also, with more multipliers comes reduced scheduling complexity. An example of 

this approach is the realization of a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) machine given by 

Swartzlander [12]. 

Overshadowing the optimism of using bit-serial is the time required for data com-

putations. Bit-serial function blocks require several clock cycles to compute the out-

put; consequently, the system clock must be higher than for parallel designs. 

In general, bit-serial architectures consume less chip area but require more clock 

cycles (or more time) per data sample, while parallel designs take-less time but 

require more chip area. Thus, the designs are typically described by their area-time 

relationships. Sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.2 present the logic level layout of bit-serial 

designs in order to provide a better understanding of parallel/bit-serial designs and 

their area/time relationships (Fig. 5.2). 

5.3.1.1 Parallel 

Parallel architectures are used extensively in DSP and microprocessor design. The 

data flow is essentially of a parallel nature where the bits making up a binary word 

travel in parallel along a bus from memory to ALU, to I/O, etc. The bus, like the ALU 
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- or any other functional block for that matter - is typically not a " dedicated" device 

since all data flow must be scheduled to prevent collisions. Of course, parallelism is 

becoming prevalent in massive parallel processors (MPP's), but interconnecting the 

large matrix of parallel buses becomes a routing nightmare. 

On the micro scale, the placement of say a single multiplier involves careful atten-

tion to long routing lines that may cause set-up and hold time violations. Although 

the use of long routing lines is not recommended, parallel designs are typically routing 

intensive (compared to bit-serial) and may force the designer to utilize unfavourably 

long routes. 

Fig. 5.3 [38] shows the functional blocks of a four-bit ripple carry parallel adder. 

a3 b3 
3.0nsec 

10 1 
C3 4.0nsec 

a2 b2 
2.0nsec 

4.5nsec C3 3.5nsec 

S3 'S2 

b 
1.0nsec 

G AC 

2.5nsec l 1.5 nsec 

L1 

Figure 5.3 Four bit parallel adder. 

The block can be cascaded to make higher order adders. It is presented here to make a 

comparison with the bit-serial adder presented in Sec. 5.3.1.2. The functional blocks 

labeled A output the sum, S,-, and carry, c+i, given the binary inputs an, b and 

c,. This type of block will be referred to as a computational block since it performs 

arithmetic addition'. Associated with the parallel design is the delay time between 

the arrival of valid data at the input, and the propagation of the result through logic 

4The gate level logic components can be easily derived using Carnaugh maps [38] 
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levels to the output. Shown in Fig. 5.3 is the propagation time of 0.7 pm CMOS. 

Obviously, the propagation delay time increases proportionately with the number of 

cascaded computational blocks. For example, the ripple carry output takes 4.0 nsec to 

propagate from the input to the output at the instance that CO is valid. On top of this 

is the increased in routing resources necessary not only for the interconnects between 

the computational blocks, but also for the interconnects inside the computational 

block itself. 

The area/time relationship is summarized as: 

• Gates = Nward *115 

• Propagation delay = (Nword + .5) nsec, 

• Interconnects = Nword * 18, and 

• System clock = f8, 

where Nword is the bits that constitute a binary word and f3 is the system sampling 

rate. It is obvious that the area (ie. gates and interconnects) increases with the word 

size while the system clock rate does not. 

5.3.1.2 Bit-Serial 

In relation to parallel designs, designs that employ bit-serial architectures typically 

allow more of the chip area to be devoted to computation. This is because bit-serial 

design use less routing resources since they only require a single flow path, or channel, 

for the bits to travel in a serial fashion. The central channel is analogous to a large 

shift register with latches as its main building blocks to control the synchronous 

propagation of data. Between each latch are functional blocks that perform Boolean 
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logic functions where the inputs and outputs to the blocks are latched on the clock 

cycle. Fig. 5.4 shows the bit-serial implementation of a variable word-length adder. 

A description of its operation follows. The least-significant bit (LSB), a0 and b0, enter 

a. 
in 

b. 
in 

C. 
in 

cntl 

cik 

1.Onsec C P. out 

7 )). 1.5nsec out 
D S 01 

Figure 5.4 Bit-serial adder. 

A 
A 
4 
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The key component to the adder's serialism is the latch placed at the output of the 

carry and sum logic. Because of the latch, it takes one clock cycle for the sum LSB to 

travel through the adder functional block, and is therefore said to have a latency equal 

to one. Functional blocks can have latencies that are either independent of the data 

(as in the case of the adder), or dependent (as in the case of a multiplier). Timing of 

the word's LSB at the input to a functional block is accomplished by upstream control 

signals much like cntl in Fig. 5.4. These control signals are generated from simple 

shift registers. In parallel implementation of serial functional blocks, generating cntl 

signals can be a strenuous task". 

In comparison to the parallel adder in Sec. 5.3.1.1, which has a propagation delay 

of 4.5 nsec, the longest propagation of the bit-serial adder is 1.5nsec.. From this 

observation, it could be said that the bit-serial adder is therefore a faster device; 

but for a 4-bit word, the adder must be clocked four times to complete the addition. 

Therefore, the time for the bit-serial adder to compute the four bits of the sum is 

4 * 1.5nsec = 6.0 nsec (assuming ideal propagation and no fanout effects). Obviously, 

the parallel adder is faster, but at the cost of almost four-times the hardware. On 

the other hand, the bit-serial adder requires a clock rate Nword times faster than the 

data rate, but less hardware. 

The above 4-bit adder illustrates the area/time relationship that must be studied 

in-order to decide on which of the architectures is suitable for implementation. The 

problem becomes more complicated when the adders are being multiplexed with sev-

eral data streams. In this case, not only are gate counts and clock speeds a concern, 

but also routing and the complexity of the control system. 

5In Sec. 5.4.5.6, the task of generating control signals for a complex filter was orchestrated by 
the CAD development tool SNAFU. 
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The area/time relationship is summarized as: 

• Gates = 19.5, 

• Propagation delay = 1.5 nsec, 

• Interconnects = 22, and 

• System clock = Nword * f8. 

Note that only the system clock is a function of the data rate, f3. 

5.3.1.3 Digit-Serial 

Digit-serial systems, where bits travel in pairs (or digits) along two channels in-

stead of one, are the first step to parallelism from entirely bit-serial designs. In 

relation to area/time, the digit-serial device requires a clock NwOd/2 times faster 

than the data rate at the cost of sightly more hardware and routing compared to the 

bit-serial system. 

The area/time relationship is summarized as: 

• Gates = 31, 

• Propagation delay = 3 nsec, 

• Interconnects 41, and 

• System clock = (Nword/2) * f3. 

5.3.1.4 A Comparison Between Parallel, Bit-Serial, and Digit Serial 

Table 5.3 shows a comparison between parallel, bit-serial, and digit-serial designs 

of a 16-bit adder. With this table it is easy to see that the bit-serial design uses 
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Table 5.3 A comparison of adder structures 
Archi 
tec 
ture 

gates 
min max 

inter-, 
connect 

clock 
speed 

Prop. 
delay 
(nsec) 

Normal. 
delay 
(nsec) 

Power 
min 

Factor 
max 

Parallel 184 184 288 lx's 16.5 16.5 184 184 

Bit-ser. 13.5 19.5 22 16x's 1.5 24.0 216 312 

digit-ser. 25 31 41 8x's 3.0 24.0 200 248 

considerably less gates (the minimum values represents no latch on the carry out) 

and interconnects (routing) than the parallel adder. But based on the normalized 

speed (clock speed x's propagation delay), the parallel design is faster. 

Another factor that has not been mentioned is the power consumption of the 

design. The power factor in Table 5.3 is an attempt to normalize the number of 

gates and clock speed (ie. area/time) in order to give a power consumption factor. 

There are two values given: the minimum, which assumes that the data is such that 

the carry out bit does not toggle; and the maximum, which assumes full toggling. 

This should give a good indication of relative power usage if say a parallel adder is 

replaced by a single serial adder. True power consumption would have to be obtained 

by experiment. 

As mentioned before with parallelism of serial components, area/time relation-

ships become complex; power consumption is not immune to this complexity either. 

Experimental work comparing parallel to serial power consumption by [19] shows 

that for bit-serial/parallel multipliers, all designs consumed almost the same power; 

whereas, [35] found that a bit-serial speech codec system consumed less power than 
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a DSP speech codec system. Nonetheless, more research is needed in this area to 

characterize power consumption in theory rather than by experiment. 

5.3.2 Design Rules 

A discussion of designs rules is an indepth topic. Details are given in [16]. Four 

of the key design rules are 

1. Avoid excessive fanout: increased loads degrade signal rise and fall times, which 

in turn can result in improper latching. 

2. Do not gate clock signals: gated clock signals, that pass through several layers 

of logic, can accumulate substantial delays which can violate timing between 

control signals and data. 

3. Design must be fully synchronous: driving latches with a system wide clock 

provides a unit of time with which propagation delays, due to routing, capaci-

tance, and non-ideal rise and fall times, can be accounted for with relative ease 

(ie., the minimum clock period is the sum of the worst case delays). 

4. Two phase clock communication between chips: two phase clocks will make a 

time buffer of one-half a clock period; therefore the worst case clock skew would 

have to be greater than this amount to cause an error. 

5.4 Hardware Design of the Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum 
Receiver 

As mentioned in the above sections, limitations of speed, size, and routing, play a 

significant role in the decision to choose a particular architecture. A fourth limitation 

- power consumption - was assumed to be less for bit-serial designs compared to 
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parallel design. Even if future studies prove this not to be the case, it is strongly 

believed that the complexity and large chip area of parallel designs would outweigh 

any power consumption issues. 

The limitations of the design are largely a function of the hardware platform. 

Another concern not addressed, is the availability of highlevel design tools to reduce 

implementation time. How the tools utilize special hardware features is also a fea-

ture that can ease implementation. Consequently, the tool's ability to utilize these 

features, and the choice of an architecture that takes advantage of them, were major 

concerns in designing the DS-SS transceiver. 

The following sections first present hardware development tools and Xilinx proto-

typing hardware that influenced the choice of design. Next, the different functional 

blocks of the transceiver are presented with reference to hardware and design tool 

limitations. 

5.4.1 Hardware Development Tools 

There are essentially three paths shown on Fig. 5.5 that a design can go from 

concept to hardware prototyping: 1) filter synthesis using Nomad' and Digicap7; 2) 

brute-force gate level description of parallel designs; and 3) high-level language bit-

serial design using the FIRST silicon compiler'. Each path passes through the module 

6NOMAD, a CAD design for FIR and HR filters, is available from Dr. L. Turner. The develop-
ment of the tool was supported by MICRONET. 

7Digicap, a analysis and implementation tool for one-dimensional filters, is available from Dr. L. 
Turner. 

8FIRST emerged from the University of Edinburgh Scottland in 1982 and the version used at the 
University of Calgary has been revised by Dr. L. Turner and P. Graumann. 
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Trans9, which translates netlists from Nomad, Digicap, SNAFU", Logsim11, and 

FIRST into XILINX or ACTEL netlists for hardware prototyping. It also translates 

Digicap netlist into Logsim netlist for logic simulation, and Digicap netlist into SILOS 

netlists for gate-level simulation. As a utility program, its functions include redundant 

logic removal, gate counting, and fanout specification. In the case of Xilinx 4000 series 

FPGA's, the translator can identify registers that can be transformed from latches 

into RAM cells and addressing units , thereby increasing the capacity of the chip 

(details in Sec. 5.4.2). 

9Trans, a netlists translator and utility program, is available from Dr. L. Turner. The develop-
ment of the tool was supported by MICRONET. 
'°SNAFU, a annealing utility program for FIRST code optimization, is available from Dr. L. 

Turner. 

"Logsim, an event driven logic simulator, is also available from Dr. L. Turner. 
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The module SNAFU, uses an annealing program to schedule data between shared 

bit-serial functional blocks while optimizing the system in terms of latency and hard-

ware requirements. It generates FIRST code from Nomad and Digicap netlist de-

scriptions - this program was used in the hR lattice filter design (Sec. 5.4.5.6). 

Unfortunately, high level design tools for parallel system layout were not available 

at the time of the transceiver design; however, at the time of this writing, tools for 

digit-serial implementations were nearing completion. This is the first step towards 

high level design tools with greater parallelism. 

5.4.2 Minx Hardware Overview 

The Xilinx X03020-70, X03090-50, XC4005-7, and XC4O1O-6 FPGA's were used 

to implement the transceiver. The chips architecture consists of 1) perimeter I/O 

blocks (lOBs), that provide a programmable interface between the chip programmable 

logic, and external output pins; and 2) an internal array of configurable logic blocks 

(CLBs), that perform user-specified logic functions. Three characteristics [25] that 

make the 4000 series chips distinct from the 3000 series chips are: 

1. eight instead of two globally distributed clock signals, 

2. on-chip programmable memory, and 

3. independent inputs and outputs for the CLB flip-flops. 

All play a significant role in the design of synchronous systems and therefore make this 

chip more idealy suited to bit-serial and digit-serial implementations. For example, 

an n-bit shift register would require XC3000 series CLB's, while the same register 

could be implemented on NCLB XC4000 series CLBs, where 

NCLB = (((n)MOD16)MOD2), (5.23) 
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where MOD is the modulus operator. For example, a 20-bit register would require 

10-XC3000 series CLBs or 1-XC4000 series CLB's. This is because each XC4000 series 

CLB has 16 x 2 or 32 x 1 read/write memory cells". Although this configuration also 

requires an addressing unit, the CLB savings can be substantial. As a result, larger 

bit-serial designs can be implemented since they rely heavily on shift registers. 

Each chip has been mounted on a stand-alone PC-board with I/O pins leading to 

headers for easy communication of several chips via ribbon connectors. Although this 

was not optimal in the sense of shielding wire connectors from switching noise' , ground 

loops, and stray inductance and capacitance, it was advantageous in the initial stages 

of testing and flexibility of interchanging components. The high frequency operation 

of the design would be greatly enhanced if all chips resided on a single PC-board. 

5.4.3 Overall Chip Layout 

The design philosophy was to try to keep the number of external analog hardware 

components to a minimum, and to use only a single clock at the transmitter and 

receiver. In thi way, less tuning, maintenance, and layout would be required, thereby 

making the design more economical to produce. 

The transmitter was implemented on a single XC3090-50 FPGA as shown on Fig. 

5.6 a). An external crystal provides the 10 MHz clock. The estimated number of gates 

for implementing a 127-chip rn-sequence in a custom circuit or ASIC is approximately 

8,000 gates. 

Unlike the transmitter, the receiver requires several chips to realize the high-level 

functional blocks shown on Fig. 5.6 b). Shown are the data buses and clock signal 

distribution. To facilitate communication between chips, the 8-bit data words are 

12 The two XC4000 Xilinx memory tables per CLB can be programmed to be either 1-bit wide 
RAMs or logic function generators. 
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transferred via parallel data buses at 2.5 MHz - rather than at a serial rate of 20 

MHz. This meant that except for the half-band filters and decimation chains, which 

are a parallel design to begin with, additional hardware was required to convert from 

serial-to-parallel, and parallel-to-serial format. Parallel communication allowed for 

clock and control signal skews due to I/O buffer delays and routing, and non-ideal 

effects such as control and clock-edge degradation (details in section 5.4.6). 

Data flow control signals (not shown on Fig. 5.6 b)) are generated from the central 

control generator. This approach, rather than generating hand-shaking signals in each 

individual functional block, was viewed as being optimum since it would be easier 

to pay particular attention to placement and routing of several sequential circuits 
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on several chips, than it would be to a single sequential circuit of several chips. Of 

course, it would not be prudent to choose this implementation if the entire design was 

placed on a single ASIC or custom designed chip; serial communication between the 

high level functional blocks would be more immune to signal skew/edge degradation 

since no external connections are needed. 

To implement the design on a single chip, the total number of gate was estimated 

to be 40,000 for a 127 chip sequence. 

5.4.4 Transmitter 

In Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3, the DS-SS transmitter was shown to have four functional 

blocks: 1) an input selector with external select pins, 2) a DPSK modulator, 3) a 

programmable M-sequence generator, and 4) a interpolation-by 8 FIR. Not shown on 

the figure was another M-sequence generator that was connected to the test data input 

for bit-error rate experiments, and is the data latching circuitry that synchronizes the 

data with the M-sequence by latching the data in on the occurence of M I's in the 

M-sequence (see Chapter 4 Sec. 4.3.1). 

All parts were designed using gate level descriptions and then were tested on the 

Logsim event-driven simulator. 

5.4.4.1 M-Sequence Generator 

The M-sequence generator, and the input test sequence generator, were imple-

mented using the high-speed design discussed in Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.1. To make the 

device programmable, the logic shown in Fig. 5.7 was inserted between each shift 

register delay unit to control the feedback taps gn. Also shown is the initialization 

tap values given by h. The critical propagation path is g at the MUX1 input, to 
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the MUX2 output. This represents a 3.0 nsec delay13 and therefore should not be 

a concern at a switching period of 800 nsec (1.25 MHz) — assuming of course that 

routing delays are insignificant14. 

5.4.4.2 Interpolating Filter 

As described in Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.2.2, the interpolating filter was designed to 

insert seven zeros between each filter input data value at 1.25 MHz. A parallel design 

architecture was chosen over bit-serial since at the output data rate of 10 MHz, the 

bit-serial clock rates would be 80 MHz — too high for the XC3090 FLGA. This is 

because an 8-bit word bit-serial design would require an 80 MHz clock — far above 

XILINX maximum speed ratings. This decision reflects a tradeoff between sacrificing 

"The delay is calculated assuming that 1) an XOR gate represents a 2-gate delay, and 2) that a 
gate delay is 0.5 nsec (based on LSI logic 200k series 0.7 jm process). 

14 Worst case routing delays of 50 nsec have been observed on the XC4010 FPGA. 
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silicon area for reduced processing time. In chosing the parallel design, the assumption 

is made that propagation times through several layers of logic and routing delays do 

not limit the parallel design to any speed less than 10 MHz. It can be shown that 

the interpolating filter in Chapter 4 Sec. 4.3.2.2, it was shown that the interpolation 

process requires Nm'uits given by 

Nmiits = 
£ 

I mt 
+ 1, (5.24) 

where L is the number of taps (odd numbers only), I is the interpolation factor, 

and I lint represents integer rounding. For the interpolation-by-8 filter, there are a 

maximum of four multiples per sample; consequently, for the full parallel design shown 

on Fig. 5.8, the propagation time has to be less than eight times the input chip period. 

This design represents a substantial decrease in the probability of incorrect data 

latching, compared to a parallel design that schedules multiplications and additions 

around a single adder, 

Eight control signals were generated to orchestrate the flow of data through each 

of the parallel multiplier and adder units. Each unit is selected by the MUX just prior 

to new values being latched into the units delay chain, thus realizing the eight times 

chip-period processing time. The data is latched at the MUX output to prevent any 

glitches from propagating to the D/A converter. 

The drawback to this high degree of parallelism is the number of multipliers. 

The technique used to reduce the gate count associated with multipliers was to take 

advantage of the ±1 values of the input data stream by only having to pass the stored 

tap value if the data value is +1, or its negated value is the data value is — 1. The 

negated value - which is typically calculated from an exclusive-OR (XOR) and "add-

one" operation - was approximated by only performing the XOR operation. Thus, 
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• silicon area was conserved by removing the add-one logic. It was shown by simulation 

that this approximation did not degrade system performance. 

The total propagation through gates from a unit's input data register to its MUX 

input was estimated to be 18 nsec - representing a theoretical data rate of 55.6 MHz 
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(neglecting routing delays). With half-worst-case routing delays", the maximum 

clock rate would be 23.3 MHz. 

To prevent overflow, eqn. 5.25: 

I3kImar 
1 

Ih(n,*I+lc)I 
(5.25) 

was derived from eqn. 5.15 to represent the the fact that there are only Nmuii summa-

tions at a single time. The maximum value for the kth shift is then used to determine 

the scaling of the filter coefficients. 

5.4.5 Receiver 

The basic receiver functional blocks - their functional description is discussed 

in Chapter 4, Sec. 4.4 - consist of several different design architectures that were 

implemented based on the most favourable area/time relationships. It was found 

that front-end functional blocks favoured high-area over long processing times, while 

the downstream blocks favoured low-area over short processing times. This was due 

to two factors: 

1. High data rates (10 and 5 Msamples/sec.) in the front-end filter-and-decimation 

chains would exceed maximum processing rate limitations of bit-serial designs 

(8-bit words); however, lower downstream data rates (2.5 Msamples/sec.) are 

within bit-serial designs processing speeds. 

2. The front-end filter and decimation chains are not chip area intensive due to 

the techniques highlighted by Lodge [26], whereas downstream structures have 

been determined to be chip area intensive. 

'5The worst-case routing delays were observed to be 50 nsec. on average for the XC4O1O chip. 
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Two options for implementing the downstream functional blocks are to either imple-

ment complex control systems for scheduling data through single (or several depend-

ing on the processing bandwidth) parallel architecture arithmetic functional blocks, 

or to use low-complexity control signals in a highly parallelized bit-serial design. Since 

high-level design tools were available for bit-serial design, it was decided to implement 

the latter option and hopefully reduce the amount of time to finish this thesis. 

5.4.5.1 Half-Band Filter and Decimate Chains 

The halfband filter and decimation chains were built with two different structures 

as shown on Fig. 5.9. The complex filter was designed (probably over designed) to 

operate at a data rate twice the speed of the two real FIR filters. There are three 

control signals and three clock signals that are delivered from off chip. Multiphase 

and multirate clock signals are used to ensure that the control signals are properly 

latched (see cO and ci waveforms on Fig. 5.10), and also to reduce the number of 

gates, control signals and interconnects that would be required if the data was latched 

with a single global clock: a multi-rate system would have to use holding latches [48] 

which in-turn mean more gates. The signals are delivered to the chip by the control 

unit which ensures that the off-chip control signals, cO, ci, and c2, are switching on 

the falling edge of the clock. In this way, control signals may have approximately a 

clock period of propagation delay16 before there signals are improperly latched on 

chip. 

The 10 MHz clock signal provided off-chip by the control generator, is routed to 

an external I/O pin to act as the AID sample/convert signal. Chip internal buffer 

and routing delays plus the A/D convert time provided sufficient delay so as not to 

"The maximum amount of propagation time is the clock period minus the latch setup time. 
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Figure 5.9 Halfband filter and decimate-by-two digital filter structure. 

violate latch hold times. 

5.4.5.2 Square-Root Nyquist Matched Filter 

The square-root Nyquist matched filter was designed using Nomad to anneal the 

filter response to the desired frequency response. The program reduces the error 

function between the desired and actual response (caused by the quantization of 

filter coefficients), and also chooses the filter coefficients from a limited set of multi-

plier values that allow multiplication with canonic-sign-digit (CSD) multipliers and 
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down-shifters (I)Ss). It was found that selection of these filter multipliers resulted in 

substantial savings (almost 40% ) in the number of gates required to implement this 
13 tap filter. 

The bit-serial filter was designed using a FIR tree structure as shown on Fig. 

5.11. The signals c; x = 0, 1,2, ... are used to control the flow of the eight-bit data 

word through the adder and divide-by-2 functional blocks. Only one signal, c 2, is 

supplied off-chip by the control generator to latch in the external parallel bus data 

to the chip internal. A single shift-register then generates subsequent control signals. 

Each functional block shows its latency, and the blocks labeled X are CSD multipliers 

while the D blocks are simple down-shift with sign extension operators. 

The number of multiplies could have been reduced from N - 1 to (3N - 1)/4 by 

taking advantage of the filter tap symmetry. But adhering to eqn. 5.15 would have 
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resulted in a factor of two reduction in the signals dynamic range input. 

The structure signal flow was written in the FIRST high-level design language 

before translated into Xilinx file format. In this translation, the delay-by-8 blocks are 

automatically implemented using address generators and configurable RAM blocks 

inside the FPGA cell array (Sec. 5.4.2). In this way, chip flip-flops and CLB-to-
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CLB routing lines were conserved. Also, the translator automatically determines the 

fan-out of the address unit and will duplicate these units as requested. Because of 

the limited number of 4000 series chips, it was decided that a minimum fanout of 

ten could be used. Any smaller fanout required that the Square-root Nyquist filter 

and the M-sequence matched filter be configured on separate chips. A typical delay 

time of a logic element NAND gate was used to determine the maximum toggling 

frequency the address unit's output under several fanout conditions. Since the Xilinx 

equivalent information could not be obtained, the following information was obtained 

from LSI Logic Corp. [7]. Table 5.4 shows the fanout for a 1.5 , process NAND 

Table 5.4 Delays for NAND gate ( 1.5 p drawn process). 

low-high (nsec) high-low (nsec) Output Loading 

0.6 0.2 1 

1.1 0.5 4 

1.6 0.8 8 

2.7 1.5 16 

gate. Using a worst case process variation factor of 1.74, the maximum delay of a 

NAND gate with fanout=16 is 4.7 nsec. This represents a maximum toggling speed 

of 212 MHz. For the M-sequence matched filter, is was found that the maximum 

system clock rate observed was 5 MHz (a 20 MHz rate was needed for a data input 

rate of 2.5 samples/sec). The large difference between the LSI estimated rate and 

that observed on the Xilinx FPGA could be due to the input loading factor for a 
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DFF. For example, an XOR gate has an input loading factor of 2. A DFF would have 

an input loading factor of at least two (the loading factor was not available) which 

means that the actual fanout is at least 20. Also, the Xilinx fanout delays for a CLB 

will be different that the LSI NAND gate. Another possibility is the routing delays 

which were observed to reach almost 50 nsec (Sec. 5.4.4.2). 

The coefficient taps were not designed for overflow using equation 5.15 since it 

was felt that the "worst-case", for which eqn. 5.15 was derived, would not occur 

due to prefiltering by the halfband filter and decimate chains, and the divide-by-2 

block inserted infront of the real half-band filter. It was also found that the signal's 

downstream dynamic range would also have been greatly reduced after the DPSK 

multiplications. The less stringent criteria of equ. 5.16 was used instead. The actual 

frequency response slightly violates this criteria since it was difficult to adhere to with 

the finite coefficient data set for CSD multipliers. 

The signal flow design supports the theory that the addition of opposite signed 

coefficient outputs, and then summing from small to large coefficient outputs, would 

also reduce the possibility of overflow. 

A definite advantage would be to use saturation adders in this block. In this 

way, the information of an overflow would be maintained and then passed to the 

M-sequence matched filter. 

5.4.5.3 M-Sequence Matched Filter 

The M-sequence matched filter was implemented as a tree'd FIR structure shown 

on Fig. 5.12. The input data, x, enters the M-sequence matched filter at twice the 

chip rate. Consequently, there are two chip delays between each filter tap. Since the 

design was implemented using bit-serial 8-bit words, the delay between the taps would 
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simply be implemented as sixteen DFFs connected as a serial shift register. With the 

Xilinx RAM configuration (see Sec. 5.4.5.2), these delays were implemented as 16 x 1 

RAM cells with addressing units, thereby reducing the number of CLBs per tap from 

eight down to two. As in Nyquist matched filter, addressing units for these RAMs 

were duplicated to limit fanout. 

The programmable ±1 filter taps were implemented with adder units and an 

external XOR gate to the input sum. The coefficient bit (ie. 0 or 1) inputs to 

the adder carry-in and XOR gate to compute invert and add one two's complement 

multiplication by - 1. 

After each of the summation units, scaling was used (ie. a right shift or a divide-

by-two) to prevent overflow at the next summation node. This results in an finite 
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arithmetic error, ejj, that can be modelled as white noise with variance a 2 and mean 

a. From Fig. 5.12, the total error, eT, at the output of the last tree summation node 

is given by 
k 2+ 1 1 

(5.26) 

where Ic = 1og2(N) and N is the number of M-sequence chips, N plus one17 The 

mean, is derived using expectation principles as 

PT = E[eT], 

= 2k-pa 1 (5.27) 

where tz,a is the addition error mean given by Table 5.1. The variance of the error at 

the output of the tree is given by 

2 = E[4] 

1  or 2 = .._.. 2n+2(2n  
2n Ca (5.28) 

where cCa 2 is error variance given by Table 5.1. Given the fractional maximum value 

of the Nyquist Pulse at the SRN filter output, A, the signal-to-scaling noise ratio is 

given as 

SNRS = 
(21_1)2 A2 
(2k)2 

0. 2 ' 

(N- 1)A2 

.2 4N 
Ca 

(5.29) 

For B-bit data words and N number of taps (where N is large), equation 5.29 is 

reduced to 

SNRS = 201og10(A) + 10logio(22t'(1)+2) dB. (5.30) 

"The development of the statistical error is greatly simplified by using N instead of N, where 
N = N + 1. This differernie is negligible when N is large. 
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It is apparent from Equ. 5.30 that with the tree'd structure, the scaling noise is 

independent of the number of taps in the M-sequence matched filter. 

Another option to implementing the M-sequence matched filter is to use a single B-

bits wide accumulation register, similar to the approach used in DSP micro processors. 

This method has the advantage of using less hardware; however, the work by Coidham 

[8] has shown that this method is does not perform as well as the tree'd method. A 

possibility that may be attractive, but was not implemented, is the use of saturation 

arithmetic at each adder node. This would eliminate the need of the scaling units 

and allow increased dynamic range of the input. Although the correlation peak will 

be clipped, its sign is still intact whereas if overflow arithmetic is used, the sign is 

inverted, resulting in a bit error. 

5.4.5.4 DPSK Demodulation 

Gate level descriptions of the DPSK demodulator functional blocks shown on Fig. 

5.13, were generated using FIRST. The block connections were made using logsim 

netlist code - thereby allowing simulation of the RAM DPSK delay units. The real 

and imaginary data streams from the two M-sequence matched filters are stored in 

circular buffered RAMs which realize a delay of one symbol period (refer to Chapter 

4, Sec. 4.4.4). In each chip period, the parallel input data bus is latched into the 

parallel-to-digit (PTOD) converters at the same time the tn-state buffer (resident 

on the Xilinx chip) goes into high impedance mode; thus allowing the delayed data 

values to be latched from the RAM to the second PTOD converter. This operation 

occurs in the first half of the chip period while the latter half is used to write the input 

data values to the RAM. The PTOD converters implement a divide-by-2 internally 

to prevent an overflow at the DPSK adders. As in the case of the matched filter, it 
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Figure 5.13 DPSK hardware layout 

would be more advantageous to use a saturation adder thus eliminating the need for 

the divide-by-2 and hence maintaining a better SNRQ. 

Fig. 5.14 shows the timing diagram for the control signals supplied by the control 

unit. For the 2.5 MHz data throughput data rate, the RAMs must be fast enough so 

as not to violate the 50 nsec setup time. The setup time is measured from when the 

chip enable (CE) signal goes high to when the first rising clock edge goes high after 

c0 goes high. Non-ideal routing delays CE could lessen the period; hence, it would 

be wise to choose a RAM after the routing delays are known. The buffer enable (BE) 

signal was also designed to account for any possible routing delays that result in the 
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 P 

data buses from driving the RAM during a read cycle. The BE signal could have up 

to a 50 nsec delay before this occurs. 

Although the external RAM implementation of the DPSK delay means more ex-

ternal connections to the chip, the advantage to this scheme is that the M-sequence 

length can be easily increased without reconfiguration of the internal chip layout. 

It also means that slower RAMs could be used when tailoring the system to lower 

speeds, thereby realizing the cost savings of low-speed RAMs. Implementing the 

RAMs on-chip is a possibility; however, this would increase chip area (particularly 

for large M-sequences) and thus increase the chip price. 

5.4.5.5 Rake 

The Rake was designed as a sixteen-tap FIR filter with programmable tap values. 

The taps take on the values 1 and 0 as determined by the threshold detector unit 

shown on Fig. 5.15. The threshold detector compares the absolute value of the input 

data stream against a threshold value. The output is a logic 1 or 0 that controls a 
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goes high when 
abs(data) >threshold 

BLATCH 

t 
c2 

mux at each FIR filter tap. The control values travel in parallel with the associated 

data value down the FIR filter delay line. 

The sixteen tap FIR filter will capture a maximum delay spread of 6.4 Psec. Four 

additional bits would be required to prevent overflow in the FIR filter, otherwise 

scaling would be necessary. To prevent further scaling and subsequent quantization 

noise, the Rake was implemented using sixteen-bit digit-serial functional blocks (the 

design was much simpler to implement as sixteen bits as opposed to twelve bits)-

Digit-serial was chosen over bit-serial to accommodate the 20 MHz system clock. 
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5.4.5.6 Bit-Clock Recovery 

The bit clock recovery system was implemented using the completely digital phase 

locked-loop (PLL) shown on Fig. 5.16. The input signal f is the most significant 

Bandwidth Adjustment 
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Figure 5.16 First-order bit-clock recovery phase locked-loop. 

bit of the second order lattice bandpass filter output. The lattice filter, tuned to the 

bit symbol frequency of 40.322 kHz, is used to isolate the bit symbol fundamental 

frequency and to remove dc. Since the MSB represents the fundamental as a 50% 

duty cycle square wave, it is important that the low frequencies around dc and dc 

itself be removed to prevent jitter from causing the sampling point to drift. 

The lock-in range (see Chapter 4, Sec. 4.4.6) is adjusted by the external pins b4 to 

b0. The K-counter and Divide-by-N counters are both implemented using Johnston 

counters with additional logic to provide a logic " 0" to the DFF inputs when N is 

reached. The logic is segmented into several layers, with each layer separated by 
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DFFs, to prevent large propagation delays. 

The increment/decrement (I/D) counter is the only functional block in the entire 

transceiver design where the clock signal is gated. The clock signal 2Nf0 is gated by 

a signal supplied from a sequential circuit clocked by 2Nf0. The state representation 

of the gating signal b0 is shown in Fig. 5.17. By clocking the sequential circuit with 

Ca -> Carry 
Bo -> Borrow 

Figure 5.17 State representation of the I/D counter. 

2Nf0, the gating signal can have a maximum routing delay of 20 nsec (half the clock 

period) without causing any adverse glitches to propagate to the divide-by-N counter. 

The second order bandpass filter is a lattice realization of a hR filter [21]. The 

lattice was chosen over the direct form realization of the hR because the tap values 

are less than 1, a characteristic of such filters. A Digicap netlist description (see 

Sec. 5.4. 1) of the lattice was generated and then input into SNAFU to automatically 

generate a FIRST (digit-serial) code description. The filter is the only high-level 

functional block that has an asynchronous operation: the control unit issues a wake-

up signal to the filter, the filter processes the data before the next data value is 

available from the Rake, and then issues itself a sleep command to wait for the next 
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data value. All control signals are supplied by the lattice internal logic. 

The delay register is used to "tune the sampling location" (or rising edge of the 

elk f signal) so that it aligns with the Rake output. This method assumes that 

the difference in the two clock frequencies, fi and 12, will not exceed a prescribed 

frequency difference that would cause adverse movement of the "tuned sampling lo-

cation". It should be noted that a better suited bit-clock recovery system would 

be a second-order PLL (like those mentioned in Chapter 4, Sec. 4.4.6) because the 

frequency and the phase errors would both be corrected when the loop is locked. 

5.4.6 Chip Communication and Control 

All clock and control signals are provided by a single control generation functional 

block. The block itself is clocked by a single 20 MHz crystal oscillator. The input 

clock drives several sequential circuits that are initialized by a single global reset 

line. Initialization is realized with AND or OR logic gates located at the input to 

the sequential circuit DFFs. Divided-down versions of the input 20 MHz signal are 

derived straight from the DFF outputs while control signals were generated with 

additional logic connected to the DFF outputs when needed. The control signals 

were latched 180°s out-of-phase to the external chip outputs to ensure that glitches 

would not be mistaken as authentic control signal levels. 

A single starting point in time was used as a reference to design the AND and OR 

logic. If a functional block was altered such that its total latency was different than 

previously defined, the AND and OR gates were manually changed to reflect the new 

latency. Fig. 5.18 illustrates this approach. In Fig. 5.18, all the control sequences 

were initialized with respect to the shaded area. The shaded area is referenced as 

time zero for c1k2. The Rake control signal, cO, is generated on time three of e1k2 to 
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latch data into the Rake at approximately the middle of the DPSK data valid region. 

If the DPSK unit was altered so that latencies cause the data to switch at or close to 

cO, then the reset logic (ie. the AND and OR gates) would be manually relocated at 

the DFF inputs to adjust cO back to an optimum location. In this way, any non-ideal 

effects caused by the chip-to-chip bus interconnects would have subsided before the 

data is latched. 

The initialization point was carefully picked in relation to the required control 

signals in order to minimize the logic layers needed to generate such signals from the 

sequential logic DFF outputs. 

5.5 Summary 

The entire layout of the functional blocks have been described in relation to non-

ideal effects due to hardware (ic. fanout, routing, etc.), and those due to finite 

arithmetic (ie. quantization noise, scaling, overflow, etc.). The methodology of control 

and clock signal generation has also been described. 

Due to the size of the receiver, the design was segmented into several separate 

functional blocks that were implemented on separate Xilinx FPGA's for prototyping. 

The designs used parallel, bit-serial, and digit-serial architectures to accommodate 

speed and the limited number of Xilinx chips that were available. It was found that 

the Xilinx 4000 series FPGAs are more suited to bit-serial designs. 

Interchip communication used parallel data buses. With this protocal, the bus 

data rate is lower than if the data was communicated at bit-serial dta rates; conse-

quently, the data latching between chips is more immune to bit errors. The interchip 

communication was orchestrated by an single control unit that resided on one of the 

more faster 2000 series chips. 
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The gate-level and high-level design tools made implementation of the receiver 

possible: Design of such a receiver from grass roots would be a labourous task. It 

would not be possible to take advantage of gate reduction and optimization algorithms 

that allow fast and efficient translation of algorithms to silicon. 
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Figure 5.18 Control unit timing diagram. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DRAKE TRANSCEIVER PERFORMANCE 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, an experimental comparison is made between the DRake transceiver 

hardware, a simulation package, and theoretical results. Output waveforms and 

probability of bit-error rates (BER) are presented. The methodology in designing 

the DRake transceiver was first to develop a floating-point and fixed-point model. 

Next, the model's operation was verified by comparing the BERs of the M-sequence 

matched filter output (after the DPSK block) to the well known BER curve for bi-

nary differential phase shift-keying (BDPSK). The fixed-point model was then used 

as a verification tool for testing non-ideal effects such as modulation frequency offset, 

attenuation of input signal, clipping, and overflow. With these non-ideal effects, the 

model's BERs were compared to the hardware prototype. The model was instrumen-

tal in the development of each hardware functional block. As each block was added, 

the blocks output observed on the oscilloscope was visually compared to the model's 

output. BER tests for the "validation process" were carried out for an additive white 

gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. 

With the exception of the PLL, all the hardware components were mirrored in the 

fixed-point model to accurately simulate the effects of finite-arithmetic errors. The 

PLL was not simulated. 

Multipath channel results are presented for the model only since there was insuf-

ficient time and resources to develop the radio frequency (RF) equipment required. 

However, the results should be characteristic of the hardware's actual performance 
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in a multipath environment since similar performance was observed for the AWGN 

channel. 

6.2 Theoretical, Simulated, and Hardware Waveforms 

The purpose of looking at the output waveforms was to trouble shoot any discrep-

ancies between theory, simulation, and hardware before the BER measurements were 

taken. The first step as to look at the transmit and receive Square-Root Nyquist 

spectrums to verify pulse shaping filter operation and to check finite arithmetic over-

flow (overflow would result in high frequency spectra components). The next step was 

to compare the simulation output to the hardware M-sequence matched filter, DPSK, 

and DRake output amplitudes. This ensures that correct arithmetic computations 

are executed and also that no overflows are occurring. Finally, the PLL output was 

observed under a noiseless channel to verify its operation and to tune the sampling 

point to an optimal position on DRake output. With these tasks complete, the BERs 

were then measured. 

6.2.1 Nyquist.-Pulse Matched Filter Output 

A Fourier analysis of the overall transmit and receive square-root Nyquist filter, 

and the halfband filters ( see Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.2.2, 3.5.1, and 4.4.2, respectively) was 

determined for the hardware. Fig. 6.1 shows the measured magnitude response and 

the 6 dB point. The sampling rate was decreased by a factor of 200 to accommodate 

the spectrum analyzer; consequently, the repeating spectrum is shown at 12.5 kHz 

instead of at 2.5 MHz. The bandwidth of the received signal was designed to be 

one quarter the sampling frequency, f3, as presented by Lodge [26]. Fig. 6.1 shows 

the receive square-root Nyquist filter response with the designed 6 dB attenuation 
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Figure 6.1 Raised cosine frequency response for rolloff = 0.35. 

bandwidth at if, or 3125 kHz. 

Note that this plot demonstrates the limitations of a practical hardware system. 

Since the signal is sampled at two times the Nyquist rate, the designed filters will 

be more than adequate to prevent aliasing. If the signal was sampled at the Nyquist 

rate (or 6250 kHz in Fig. 6.1), higher rolloff filters would be necessary to prevent any 

frequencies just outside the 3125 kHz band from aliasing. Such a filter would have to 

be an unrealistic "brick walled" filter or " ideal" filter as described in Chapter 4, Sec. 

4.3.2.1. 

The time waveform of the Nyquist-pulse is shown on Fig. 6.2. The time period 

from zero to 1600 represents one 31 chip sequence as described in Chapter 4, Sec. 

4.3.1. Also note that the sample levels appear to oscillate over the period of one 

M-sequence. This is due to the frequency offset between the transmitter's modulator 

and the receiver system clock. These oscillations will be shown to effect the BERs of 

the system (see Sec. 6.3.4.2). 
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6.2.2 DPSK, DRake, and PLL Output 

2000 

The DPSK output is shown on Fig. 6.3. Based on the output magnitude of 

Time 

Figure 6.3 DPSK output: zero noise 

2000 

apprximately 2 volts for the Nyquist Pulse, the expected correlation pulse magnitude 

for the DPSK output is 

VOUtDPSK = 
(VOUtNYF'\ 2 31 1 a  
1\DACmc ) 

(6.1) 

which gives VoutDpsI = 0.375 volts (normalized to the maximum DAC output 

(DACmaaj) of 5 volts). These results compared favourably with the values shown 

on Fig. 6.3. The factors and 1L represent the M-sequence matched filter and the 32 2 

DPSK gain (Chapter 5 Sec. 5.4.5.3 and 5.4.5.4). 
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There is also a dc biasing of approximately 0.03 volts which can be attributed to 

fixed-point arithmetic truncation. This effect is demonstrated in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 

were truncation has resulted in an offset in the received Nyquist pulse. This offset 
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Figure 6.4 Transmitted Nyquist pulse. 

should be taken into account when setting the threshold detectors for bit recovery. 

The noise between the correlation peaks on the abscissa represents self-noise which 

occurs at instances where the M-sequence modulated bits switch polarity. In instances 

when they do not, the cross-correlation noise is constant. 

The DRake, PLL, and sampled output bit stream are shown on Figures 6.6, 

6.7, and 6.8. With manual adjustment of the Make threshold, most of the cross-

correlation noise (shown in Fig. 6.3) can be removed from the signal as demonstrated 
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in Fig. 6.6. Fig. 6.6 also shows the effect when cross-correlation noise exceeds the 

threshold (this occured in the period 1500 to 2000). 

The DRake output goes to the PLL which outputs a sampling clock (Fig. 6.7) to 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Time 

Figure 6.6 DRake output: threshold set at .016 
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recover the data from the Rake output. The recovered data is shown on Fig. 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 Recovered data bits from 0/S 

6.2.3 DPSK Oscillations 

2000 

Not obvious from Fig. 6.3 are the oscillations that occur due to a combination of 

gain offsets between the inphase and and quadrature filtering stages, and truncation 

error biasing. Another non-ideal effect is the frequency offset between the transmitter 

and receiver clocks. Such frequency offsets were determined by Kavehrad [30] to 

attenuate the signal with a sinc pulse shape where the zeros occur at frequency offsets 

that are multiples of the bit rate (ie 1/TB). He proposed that this could be a method 
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of reusing like codes in adjacent cells. 

6.2.3.1 Gain Offsets and Truncation Error Biasing 

Oscillations first observed on the prototype were investigated using the fixed and 

floating-point models. At first, it was believed that the oscillations were due to the 

truncation noise. As shown on Fig. 6.9, the truncation noise is modeled as additive 
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Figure 6.9 Non-ideal effects on DPSK output. 
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noise. After correlation, the M-sequence matched filter output, u(i), is 

ui(t) = GI-RI(t)cos(wt) (6.2) 

uQ(t) = GqRQ(t)sin(iwt) (6.3) 

where R(t) is the correlation of the input signal s(t), Lw is the transmitted data, G1 

and GQ are the in-phase and quadrature system gains, and e is the truncation noise. 

Assuming that the inphase and quadrature gains are equal, ie. G1 = GQ = 1.0, and 

the truncation noise is equal, ie. e = ei= e, the in-phase DPSK output, vi(t) can 

be approximated as 

vi(t) R(t)R(t - T)cos(zwT) + 6R(t) [1 + cos(z.wT) - sin(LwT)] + 22 (6.4) 
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Obviously, the second term will attribute to variations in the DPSK output. 

The floating-point model was used to verify eqn. 6.4. It was found that oscillations 

were prevalent in the floating-point model - but to a lesser degree- although the effects 

due to truncation were virtually eliminated. Further analysis showed that in the 

floating-point model, when WI = WQ = 0, the gains, G1 and GQ, are not equal. This 

was due to the halfband filter chain. Consequently, eqn. 6.3 can be written as 

vi(t) = R(i)R(t - T) {cos(/.wT) [Gcos2(LWt) + Gsin2(i.wt)] 

+ co$(L.Wt) * .sin(zwt) * sin(/.WT) [G - G] } (6.5) 

It is obvious that unless G1 = GQ, the DPSK output will oscillate. 

Both eqn. 6.4 and 6.5 show that the non-ideal gain offsets and truncation will 

result in undesirable oscillations in the DPSK peak amplitude. These oscillations will 

in turn result in an increased BER at high SNRs. 

6.3 Theoretical and Hardware Probability of Bit-Error Curves 

This section presents the BERs for the model, hardware, and theory. The BERs 

for BDPSK transmission over an AWGN environment was first used to calibrate the 

computer simulation to the theoretical equations. The simulation was then used to 

verify the hardware performance under the same environment. Since there was not 

enough time to develop radio frequency (RF) hardware, the hardware performance 

in a multipath environment could not be compared to theory. However, since the 

hardware performance was verified for a AWGN channel, it is assumed that the 

hardware's performance would not deviate greatly from the simulation. 
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6.3.1 Theoretical DPSK 

The theoretical BER vs. SNR for BDPSK transmission over an additive white 

Gaussian noise channel is given by Proakis [42] as 

where the SNR, 'Yb, is equal to 

Pb = 

'Yb = a 2 
Eb 

N. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

where a is the channel and processing attenuation, N. is the channel noise spectral 

density function, and 6b is the bit energy at the input to the DPSK functional block. 

Equation 6.7 can be re-written in terms of the peak Nyquist pulse signal level, A, at 

the point of sampling, and the noise variance, or: 

A2 
'Yb (6.8) 

Eqn. 6.8 provided the bases for comparing the simulation and hardware results to 

theory. 

6.3.2 Signal-to-Noise Calibration 

The first task was to compare the simulation BER curve to the theoretical curve 

given by eqn. 6.6. To do this, the signal was synchronously sampled at the input to 

the Rake functional block (ie. at the DPSK output was sampled at the correlation 

peak). The additive white Gaussian channel was simulated by summing 24 uniformly 

distributed random variables (central limit theorem). The standard deviation applied 

to the noise generator was calculated from eqn. 6.8 where A was determined by 

observing the M-sequence matched filter peak output, and a was determined from 

root-mean-square (RMS) calculations at the noise input to the receiver and noise 
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output at the M-sequence matched filter. The abscissa SNR values were chosen to 

give adequate representation of the BER curve. 

In the hardware, the SNR was calculated by 

SNR= (V)2B (6.9) 

where V is the received signal RMS, VN is the RMS of the additive noise, BN is the 

noise noise bandlimiting filter bandwidth, and R is the bit rate. The calculation of 

BN for the experimental setup is discussed in Sec. 6.3.3. 

6.3.3 Experiment Setup 

The experimental setup is shown on Fig. 6.10. and was used to measure the BERs 

for the AWGN channel hardware simulation. Due to the limited bandwidth of the 

Gaussian noise generator, the Wavetek and Rockland variable filters, and spectrum 

analyzer, a factor of 200 had to be used to scale the spectral bandwidth of the spread-

spectrum signal to a measurable range. Therefore, the carrier and sampling signal 

supplied by the Hewlett Packard frequency synthesiser was 12.5 kHz and 50 kHz 

instead of 2.5 MHz and 10.0 MHz, respectively. 

Three experiments were run to determine the BER performance of the hardware 

with 1) synchronous sampling of the DPSK output, 2) synchronous sampling of the 

DRake output, and 3) sampling of the DRake output by the phase locked-loop. For 

each of the experiments, the carrier oscillator frequency, f0, was adjusted to give an 

offset of 0.2502 of the sampling frequency. No experiments were performed using a 

zero frequency offset as this would have required the use of a 12.5 kHz PLL that was 

locked onto the system clock's frequency in order to prevent drift. 

The amplitude limiter with back-to-back Zener diodes presented in [22] was used 
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to prevent saturation of A/D input buffers. In practice however, the limiter would be 

replaced by an automatic gain control device. The reason for implementing the limiter 

was discovered by simulation. It was observed that the high input SNR's required to 

compare BERs to theoretical made the spread-spectrum signal power small relative to 

the aggregate received signal power. Thus, as the SNR was decreased, the correlation 

peaks were driven down into the quantization noise. Input SNR's were in the range 

of -3 to -10 dB, which is far lower than the expected 10 dB in the outdoor cellular 

radio environment. 

Distortions that were not simulated were those due to the non-ideal effects of 

D/A and A/D conversion, A/D input buffer distortion, distortion caused by the non-

ideal limiter, mixer distortion, and distortion caused by the noise bandlimiting filter. 

Simulation of these non-idealities would have required response measurements for 

cEaracterization and modelling. Since these results would vary from component to 

component, it was decided not to persue this task. 

The noise bandwidth, BN for the system was determined from 

BN 
B -- 

If 

:EGNG (VGN 
VNG) ' 
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6.3.4 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel - Sampling the DSPK Out-

put 

The following probability of BER curves for the simulation and hardware were 

generated statistically by counting the number of errors that occurred at a particular 

signal-to-noise ratio. The sampled data values are taken at the peak of the M-sequence 

matched filter output. It can be shown that the probability of bit error Pb is a random 

variable whose sample value will vary by its standard deviation, up for 63 % of the 

time where 

1 
up = \/PbJV' (6.11) 

and Al is the number of times Pb occurs. In all the following BER curves, Al has been 

chosen using eqn. 6.11 such that the standard deviation is less than 0.1. 

6.3.4.1 A Comparison Between Theory and Simulation 

A comparison between theory (eqn. 6.6) and the simulation was made to verify the 

calculation of the BER curve-SNR abscissa values using equation 6.8, and to observe 

the performance with fixed point arithmetic. Figure 6.11 shows the simulation results 

for the case were there is no clipping, no overflow (the receiver uses 32 bit fixed-

point words), and no frequency offset. The spread-spectrum signal level entering the 

receiver is represented by 8 bits, and the other case by 7 bits. The results show 

that the fixed-point arithmetic has little effect on the BER curve provided that the 

signal input to the receiver is represented by 8 bits or more. The graph indicates that 

quantization noise effects may be causing the measured BER curve to deviate from 

theory at high SNRs where the AWGN channel effects are not as dominant. This 

deviation could also be due to the biasing of the signal due to quantization. 
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12 

It is important to note that although the signals dynamic range is 2n where n is 

the number of bits (Chapter 5 Sec. 5.1.1), the rolloff of c = 0.35 results in roughly 

a 25 % overshoot in the transmitted square-root Nyquist pulse (see eye diagram 

Chapter 4 Fig. 4.8). Consequently, to prevent overflow, the signal is attenuated 

thereby reducing the signal-to-quantization noise level by 2.5 dB. Higher rolloffs were 

not investigated, however, this could definitely improve performance and also reduce 

the number of pulse-shaping filter taps. 
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6.3.4.2 Non-ideal Effects - Simulation and Hardware 

The BER curves representing the non-ideal effects of frequency offset, clipping, 

and overflow are presented in Fig. 6.12. In the overflow case, the receiver model used 
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12 

8-bit fixed-point words. Synchronous sampling was performed in all cases. 

The results show that in the frequency offset case, higher bit-errors - relative to 

the theoretical case - are expected as the SNR increases. Quantization noise, and the 

threshold offset could be the cause of the phenomena. Also, as the SNR increases, 

the non-ideal cases begin to merge. This is because the occurrences of overflow and 

clipping diminish with a reduced noise component of the signal. 
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Figure 6.13 shows the prototype BER curve compared to the non-ideal BER curve. 

Also shown is the simulated effects of bandlimiting the noise signal (all non-idea1ities 

are also modeled in this case). Bandlimiting the simulation noise signal was investi-
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gated since this operation would reduce clipping and also better simulate the Rockland 

BPF. As shown, bandlimiting improved the BER performance. 

The hardware performance was not good as expected at low SNRs. This is most 

likely due to the non-ideal effects that were not simulated such as D/A, A/D, and 

mixer non-linearities, clipping circuit non-idealities, and A/D input buffer and noise 

bandlimiting BPF distortions. At higher SNRs, the BER's converge. 
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Figure 6.14 shows the effects of the carrier offset on receiver performance. The 
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200 ppm case is the same as the frequency offset = O.25&2 case shown on Fig. 6.11. It 

is apparent from these results that 1 dB or more decrease in performance will occur 

if greater than 200 ppm stability oscillators are used. 
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6.3.5 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel - Sampling the DRake 

Output 

6.3.5.1 DRake Output: Synchronous Sampling 

To synchronously sample the output from the DRake hardware, the signal that 

was used to sample the DPSK output, was delayed and positioned approximately 

near the end of the DRake output pulse (the DRake output pulse is shown on Fig. 

6.6). 

Figure 6.15 shows simulated and hardware BER curves for pynchronously sampling 

the DRake output. The results show that there is approximately a 1.5 dB decrease in 
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Figure 6.15 Hardware BER curve for synchronous sampling of the DRake output. 
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performance (at BER = 10-2) over the DPSK sampling case (Fig. 6.13 - hardware, 

DPSK output). This is largely due to the non-linear integration of the noise signal 

- "non-linear" describes the partial summations of the Make threshold detector tap 

outputs. The BER curves begin to deviate at high SNRs. It is apparent that the 

AWGN channel is dominant in dictating the systems performance at low SNRs, but as 

the SNR increases, small dissimilarities between the hardware and simulation prevail. 

These could be attributed to difficulties mirroring signal amplitudes between the 

simulation and hardware, and also the setting of the SNR ratios. 

The Make threshold was set at 0.016 (maximum is 1.0). This value was chosen 

to be approximately the same as the quantization noise level. Performance curves 

were not generated for other threshold level settings. 

It is apparent from these results that the simple threshold detector DRake does 

not perform as well as sampling the DPSK output. Kamil [29] noted that the dif-

ference in performance between a first-path receiver (which in this case would be 

the same as sampling the matched filter output) and a Make receiver decreases as 

multipath decreases. These results are an extension to that statement in that they 

show that if there is no multipath (assuming synchronous sampling) the first-path 

receiver performs better. But since a Make is primarily used to take advantage of 

multipath diversity, it is unlikely that it would be implemented in a AWGN chan-

nel. Furthermore, it is believed that the Make output is more immune to PLL 

jitter. Although the BER performance for PLL sampling of the DPSK output was 

not measured for comparison to the Make output case, the above statement was 

based on visual observation of the PLL sampling pulse and the DPSK signal on the 

oscilloscope. 
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6.3.5.2 DRake Output: Phase Locked-Loop Sampling 

The sampling signal, which triggers a one/shot for sampling in the error detection 

block (Fig. 6.10), was not positioned exactly at the end of the DRake pulse, but more 

towards the 2 position. This was done to reduce the sampling misses caused by PLL 

jitter. The PLL's bandwidth was adjusted (by changing the K factor Chapter 4 sec. 

4.4.6) at 13 dB SNR to try to reduce jitter and time-to-lock. This manual adjustment 

was made in conjunction with observation of the bit-error counter and oscilloscope 

trace of tlie PLL output clock. 

The results for the PLL sampled DRake output are shown on Fig. 6.16. These 
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results show that the first order PLL does not perform well. The performance degra-

dation due to time-to-lock performance and phase jitter resulted in a 9 dB increase 

in SNR for an equivalent BER of 2x10 3 in the Make synchronous sampling case. 

These results necessitate the need for a higher ordered PLL to remove jitter, phase 

offset, and thereby improve performance. 

6.3.6 Multipath Channel Simulation 

The multipath channel simulation results are shown on Fig. 6.17. The BER curve 
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for the Make and finite time integrator reflect the receiver's operation in a multi-

path channel when there is no frequency offset, no scaling of the input (8-bit input), 
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and no clipping. For the DRake case, the threshold is set at 0.016 (normalized). 

The integrator is essentially a DRake with the threshold set at 0.0. Also shown for 

comparison are the results for the simulated AWGN channel, synchronously sampled 

DRake output that was presented in Fig. 6.15. The channel impulse responses for the 

simulation were derived from the Hashemi profiles [20] for a vehicle traveling at 100 

km/hr through urban area " B" [40]. Chapter 2 Sec. 2.1 presents a brief theoretical 

discussion of the channel model. 

The results show that at low SNRs (less than 10 dB), a 2 dB increase in perfor-

mance can be realized by using the DRake as opposed to the integrator. Also, at low 

SNRs, the multipath channel results parallel the AWGN channel results, but as the 

SNR increases, the BER curves for the hardware DRake and integrator begin to "flat-

ten out". This is believed due to the noise component of the channel becoming less 

dominant as SNR increases while the multipath phenomena becomes more dominant. 

The multipath results reflect the use of a 31 chip sequence transmitted over a 

1.25 MHz bandwidth. Based on the waveforms shown in Figures 6.18, and 6.19, it is 

apparent that neither the M-sequence gain (see Chapter 2 Sec. 2.3.1) or the resolution 

of the 1.25 MHz bandwidth is adequate to significantly distinguish between multipath 

paths and the self-noise (see Chapter 2 Sec. 2.5.2.1). The self noise is present in the 

bit interval that scans from time 70 to 130 approximately, while the correlation output 

without self-noise effects is present in the pre and post intervals. 

The maximum delay spread is 7psec. [29], which means that in relation to the 

62 sample bit intervals (2 samples /chip), the multipath spreading would occur in 

7 * 1.25MHz = 8.75 samples or 14 % of the bit period. From the figures, it is ap-

parent that multipath spreading occurred as expected; however, the single multipath 

channel magnitudes - other than the main path channel - do not have sufficient gain 
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to distinguish their presence from that of the self-noise. 

6.4 Summary 

The prototype waveforms and the BER performance curves have been presented 

along with simulation results. It was found that they perfcrmed essentially the same 

as the simulation with the exception of non-ideal effects that were not simulated 

(ie. A/D and D/A non-linearities, A/D buffer distortion, and clipping circuit non-

idealities). The simulation's performance was verified by comparing the results to 

theoretical binary DPSK. 

The results shown were for a relatively harsh AWGN environment. To work at 
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these low SNR,s, it was found that a clipping circuit, instead of an AGC, would provide 

adequate A/D saturation protection without drastically reducing performance. 

Frequency offsets, clipping, scaling and overflows attributed to 3 dB loss in perfor-

mance over the 8-bit input, DPSK output sampling case. Performance improvements 

could be realized by using stable oscillators to reduce frequency drift, and by imple-

menting saturation arithmetic (Chapter 5 Sec. 5.2.3) to reduce the need for scaling 

and the effects of overflows. Losses due to clipping would be lessened for ieasons 

described in the previous paragraph. 

The DRake was found to be 1.5 dB poorer in performance than sampling the 

DPSK output (synchronous sampling in both cases). This is due to the summation 
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of signals that pass the threshold level test but are only attributed to noise. In these 

instances, the DRake could not differentiate between noise and signal. 

Eight-bit representation of the received signal was adequate to process the spread-

spectrum signal and realize performance similar to a floating-point binary DPSK 

system. Improved performance could be realized by decreasing the Nyquist pulse 

rolloff, which relates to less overshoot, and hence increasing the magnitude of the 

signal sample values. 

Gain offsets between the real and imaginary halfband filter and decimate chains 

were observed to cause oscillations in the DPSK output, as will quantization noise 

and oscillator offset frequencies. 

The DRake was simulated with the multipath channel - as was a finite time in-

tegrator. The results showed that the integrator's performance was inferior to the 

DRake at combining the multipath channel energy. The. 31 chip sequence was not 

found to provide sufficient gain to greatly distinguish multipath channels from the 

M-sequence self-noise. Furthermore, the 1.25 MHz signal does not provide sufficient 

resolution of multipath signals. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

This dissertation describes.the implementation of an all-digital transceiver spread-

spectrum communication system operating in an outdoor cellular multipath environ-

ment. Where applicable, the transceiver prototype uses bit-serial, digit-serial, and 

parallel architectures. The feasibility of these structures as they pertain to spread-

spectrum applications is investigated. The system design utilizes high level CAD 

design tools presently being developed at the University of Calgary. 

The transceiver was prototyped on Xilinx field programmable gate arrays (FP-

GAs), and was tested on a additive white gaussian noise channel. A "like" computer 

simulation was also developed to verify the prototype's performance and to isolate 

non-ideal sources of error such as fixed-point arithmetic errors, frequency offsets, and 

signal clipping, etc. 

7.2 Hardware Configuration and System Performance 

The digital transceiver implemented used the matched filter (MF) approach de-

scribed in Chapter 2 to despread the transmitted M-sequence. The matched filter ap-

proach provides instantaneous acquisition at the cost of increased silicon area. Other 

techniques using correlation receivers are easier to implement but typically have a 

long acquisition time - a disadvantage for time-division multiple access communica-

tion systems. Increased silicon in the MF approach is a limiting factor if implemented 

entirely with parallel architectures. But with bit-serial architectures, the gate counts 
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can be reasonable enough to warrant the use of this design - particularly as new silicon 

processes decrease gate size and power consumption. 

With MFs, any number of multipath signals can be decorrelated as long as there 

is sufficient bandwidth to resolve the spreading. Correlator despreading requires a 

correlator for each signal path, requiring an elaborate scheme to track the changes in 

the multipath environment. The MF will track these changes instantaneously. 

The transceiver designed uses efficient hardware to down-convert the received 

signal using digital filter decimation chains. The theory is presented in Chapter 3. 

The decimation chains were more effectively implemented as parallel structures since 

multipliers (which typically use the majority gates in digital filters) were replaced 

by simple shift operators. Furthermore, system clock rates needed to process the 

10.0 MHz sampled signal would be too high for bit-serial implementation on Xilinx 

FPGA's. 

Pre-distortion of the square-root Nyquist pulse was required to prevent the half-

band down-convert and decimate filter chains from introducing signal intersymbol 

interference. At the transmitter, the added complexity of pulse shaping was mini-

mal since multiplications were replaced by simple negation of the tap values. At the 

receiver, the square-root Nyquist pulse matched filter required multipliers and was 

therefore implemented using bit-serial designs. Simplicity and reduced silicon area 

was realized with this implementation. The tap values were derived from an annealing 

process that selected canonic bit-serial signed multipliers. These multipliers require 

less gates than standard bit-serial multipliers. 

Distortion caused by the halfband filter and decimation chains could have been 

eliminated if higher ordered halfband filters were used. This, however, would be at 

the expense of filter complexity and gate usage which may be difficult to design - 
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particularly at high sampling rates (it is therefore easier to use pre-distortion)-

The transmitter uses an interpolation-by-8 digital filter to reduce the rolloff re-

quirements on the transmit lowpass analog filter described in Chapter4. Consequently, 

a 10 MHz digital-to-analog converter (DAC) could be used. At the receiver, sampling 

at four-times the received signal's center frequency (ie. sampling at 10 MHz) provided 

sufficient stopband bandwidth for antialiasing analog bandpass filters (BPFs). In a 

practical system, it would be more advantageous to sample at higher rates for two 

reasons: 1) higher rates would reduce the rolloff requirements on the analog BPFs, 

and 2) adding more digital halfband filters to the down conversion chain will increase 

the signal to quantization noise levels. 

The final design consisted of three different architectures: 1) bit-serial, 2) digit-

serial, and 3) parallel. Each functional block in the transceiver was assessed for gate 

counts and speed to determine the best suited architecture. Parallel designs were 

found to be better suited for high speed blocks, while bit-serial designs were better 

suited to applications where a large amount of computation units can be pipelined 

(as in the M-sequence MF). Digit-serial designs were somewhere between these two 

architectures and were used where it was essential to accommodate for bit growth (as 

in the DRake) and multiplications (as in the DPSK). 

Gain offsets between the real halfband filter and decimation chains, truncation 

noise, and carrier frequency offsets were found to cause the DPSK output to fluctuate 

(Chapter 6). In particular, it was shown that frequency offsets can substantially 

degrade performance and should be eliminated whenever possible by implementing 

stable oscillators (less than 200 ppm stability). 

The prototype transceiver's performance was verified and assessed in relationship 

to a binary differentially phase shift keyed (DPSK) system transmitting over an ad-
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ditive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Probability of bir-error rate (BER) 

curves were measured for sampling the DPSK and digital Rake (DRake) outputs. It 

was found that for an AWGN channel, the synchronously sampled DPSK output case 

performed better than the DRake. This is expected since the DRake combines not 

only signal levels, but also combines noise levels that are greater than the threshold 

detector level (Chapter 5). The DRake performance would improve if a larger PN 

sequence is used. 

Carrier frequency offsets, signal clipping, and finite-arithmetic overflows were sim-

ulated and compared with the prototype's performance with an AWGN channel. It 

was found that the BER curves did not align at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). 

But at high SNRs, the BER curves converge. It is possible that the non-ideal clip-

ping circuit, non-ideal analog-to-digital input buffers, non-linear analog-to-digital and 

digital-to-analog converters, and the non-ideal noise bandlimiting filter were respon-

sible for this result. 

Multipath channel performance could not be assessed for the prototype. Since 

the prototype's performance was verified with the simulation (and the simulation was 

in turn verified with theory), it was decided that the Hashemi channel model and 

the DRake simulation model be used to evaluate the prototype's performance in an 

outdoor cellular environment. As expected, an irreducible BER is reached for the 

multipath simulation. 

The simulation showed that there was insufficient M-sequence gain to differentiate 

low power multipath signals from the M-sequence self-noise (31 chips). Also, it was 

observed that the 1.25 MHz bandwidth provided insufficient resolution of multipath 

signals where delay spreads range 7,a.sec.. 
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

In Chapter 5, gate usage, system clock speeds, routing requirements, and power 

consumptions of the three different design architectures were presented. Based on 

simple gate times clock speed calculations, it was found that bit-serial designs will 

consume more power than parallel designs. More investigation is needed in this area 

to determine, and to better define, not only the power cost for these architectures, 

but also to incorporate the costs of routing resources, design time, systems speeds, 

and complexity. These areas are of concern to production of digital systems, such as 

the one presented in this thesis, since its implementation using either architectures is 

contingent on these economics factors. 

A large number of gates for this system are due to the receiver square-root Nyquist 

taps and the M-sequence matched filter (MF). The Nyquist filter taps could be re-

duced by using a lower rolloff on the Nyquist pulse. A lower rolloff would also have 

the added advantage of reducing the " overshoot" thereby increasing the signal level 

at the MF input. This was not investigated, but could prove advantageous in sim-

plifying the design. In relation to the M-sequence MF where the signal is presently 

represented by 8-bits, it is possible that this structure could perform as well with 

less bits representing the signal. The advantages are less gates (and therefore larger 

M-sequences could be used), and cheaper A/D converters (assuming that say a 4-bit, 

or even a 1-bit converter is cheaper than an 8-bit converter). 

Saturation adders in the M-sequence MF were not investigated; however, it is 

believed that performance would greatly improve with a minimal cost associated 

with implementation. 

Extensions to the DRake design should be investigated. Since its structure would 
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allow easy adaptation of channel estimator to control the open/close switches, it 

would be logical to implement this as an upgrade. Performance concerns could be 

easily addressed with the present simulation software. 
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